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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Fair and Colder With
Local Frost; Tuesday Fair
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WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In Ths Optlo, It's So
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CITY EDITION
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Policeman Collier and other members
of the force have gone to other parts
or me territory to take un other Hnpa
service here, delivered his farewell
or auty. Detective Tim O'Leary and
sermon at the Fifth Avenue Daptlst
A
boem becundlno Romero were pracchurch yesterday, and will depart for
alone
on
the
iob.
tically
It
has
San Francisco tonight to assume the
hpn
rumored that the special detectives
pastorate of the First Congregational
employed on the case have ceased
church. More than a thousand pertheir operations. They are men who
sons crowded Into the church, which
do their work, quietly, however, and
normally holds about 600. and a sue- GUSTAV E. KISSEL, PROMINENT
UNLESS REVOLUTION IS SPEED
may stia be on the Job.;
rclal squad of police had to be called
The return of Captain Fornoff was
WALL STREET OPERATOR, IS
to restrain the hundreds outside. Dr.
ILY ENDED, SUFFERING WILL
plentiful denial of the report that the
Aked reefrred to President Taft as
NO MORE
BE TERRIBLE
investigation had come to a close.
the "inspired leader in the cause of
MISSES ANNA AND ALGINA LOEF international
Captain Fornoff, it is understood, will
peace.
BETRAYED SUGAR MAGNATE begin once more. Every phase of the FOODSTUFFS ALREADY SHORT
FEL MEET DEATH NEAR
"Let us thank God," he said, "for
situation will be subjected to a rigid
William H. Taft, president
of the
WAGON MOUND
United States, for his Inspired leaderLOANED MONEY TO A. SEGAL, IN. examination. It Is not unlikely a clew REBEL BANDS HAVE CONFISCAT
will be discovered and the Identity of
of international
ship in the cause
DEPENDENT REFINER, THEN
ED STORES LAID BY FOR AN
THEIR TEAM SUDDENLY BOLTED peace"
the perpertators of the deed will be
SOLD HIM OUT
EMERGENCY
learned. Captain Fornoff has had
considerable experience as a secret
VICTIMS EITHER THROWN OUT
ELECTION CONTESTS SETTLED
CAUSED SPECTACULAR CRASH service officer and hasrmet with suc no
OR JUMPED FROM WAGON IN
conbeing
Due to a misunderstanding,
cess. When he returned from Santa
tests arose over the reecnt election
WHICH THEY WERE RIDING
FeAhls afternoon he had the air of a
of school directors in district No. 5, BURNED DISTRICT
GOT HOLD man who had come to stay until some HERETOFORE RICH VALLEYS ARE
THE YOSHI- RIVAL CORPORATION
DIAZ TO USE IRON HAND
San Miguel, and district No. 20, Chap-ritNOW BARREN WASTES, DUE
WARI, WHERE SOCIAL LICENSE
thing was unearthed. He admits the
10. Four mil
OF STOCK AND CLOSED COMof
Mexico,
RAN DOWN HORSE AND BUGGY
April
City
Elections were held in these
is
case
the
most
he"
one
has
baffling
TO UPRISING
WAS PERMITTED
lion dollars in gold has been voted by
PETITOR'S PLANT
precincts independent of those held by
ever had to cope with. But that does
the chamber or deputies for a war
to
the
BUT
school
directors,
according
LIGHT RIG OVERTURNED
not mean he is discouraged.
Tokto, April 10. Roughly estimated fun for "the pacification of the coun
Agua Prleta, Mex., April 10. Condi
New York, April 10 Gustav E. Kis
law.
Dr. M. F. DesMarais, county
THE OCCUPANTS ESCAPED
Captain Fornoff has the assistance tions are
More
active
against
operations
try."
of
declared
three
million
dollars
will
In
cover
the
Wall street, of one of the best
rapidly shaping themselves
schools,
superintendent
sel, long prominent
detectives in the
UNINJURED
the rebels have begun and the "paciManuel Gonzales, the man chosen by
ln
the
states
of Chihuahua and Son
a
loss
caused
died at his home here today after an business in the person of Detective
by
fire, which fication" of the
lroperty
country will proceed
the election held bv the directors in
out
the"
Toshiwari.
ora
wiped
a
more serious than
for
crisis
iilness of more than a mouth.
O'Leary. Sheriff Romero and his
Wagon Mound, N. 'M., April 10.
Chaperito, selected for a term of three that district of the capital where so- with an Iron hand.
life.
loss
of
the
have
The
of
Americans
in those
reputation
being
Kissel came into the spotlight of deputies
a
years, ifjnoring the candidate chosen cial license is permitted under muniMiss Anna Loeffel and her sister,
to deliver the goods when called two states declare that unless the reable
at the independent election. In San
publicity through the acquisition by
surveillance. No fatalities have
upon to do so, and they are also en bellion is ended
Loeffel, were killed In a runaway Miguel Dr- DesMaraiB appointed Lu- - cipal
very soon, all north
the American Sugar Refining company
been discovered, according to the offi- TO RELIEVE TAFT
gaged in an endeavor to unravel the
accident about 5 V30 o'clock this morn- cero Sandoval and David UrioBte, of cial reports, but the evening papers
of the Pennsylvania Sugar Refining mysteries of the case. Immediate de- ern Mexico will experience a disas
trous famine. So intent upon the reMound. the old hoard, and Apolonio Tapla. assert that four or five persons were
company of Philadelphia, owned by velopments, however, are not expect
ing five miles, south of Wagon
These men will make up the board of burned to death or killed while athave the Mexicans been, that
OF
RESPONSIBILITY Adolph Segal. Kissel, acting for the ed. The work from now on will be bellion no
The victims were the daughters of school directors. In all the other dis
almost
tilling of the soil for corn,
to escape from their burntempting
slow
weeks
careful.
and
It may be
were conducted
sugar trust, It is charged, loaned
has
been
done this spring and the
William Loeffel, a well known Mora tricts the elections
homes.
were
Six
ing
severely injured
or months before the kidnapers are
regularly.
of wheat from last fall's planting
money to Segal, taking stock in his
crop
a
hundred
and
about
received
minor
ON
MAY
ALONE
PASS
CONGRESS
caught, but the officers believe that wm
county ranchman.
be very small. Supplies on hand
hurts. About five thousand houses
company as security. He then turn they will be successful eventually.- ARIZONA'S FREAK
drive
to
started
had
two
The
to tide the population over the sumgirls
and shops were burned, the fire sweeped over this stock to the sugar trust
mer are nearly exhausted, for not onwhich voted' the stock and closed
to town on their regular weekly trip. CHINESE TROOPS
ing over an area of approximately
has there been no producing poply
crash
wo
four
thousand
a
miles.
Six
square
spectacular
Segal's refinery,
On the road they were passed by Mrs.
EMBRYO REPUBLIC
Washington, April 10. President following.
ulation, but the country bus been over
men residents of the Yoshlwari were
Taft may be relieved of the responsi
run by rebel bands that have consum- F. O. Morrison, a neighbor, who with
Kissel and officials of the sugar
MUTINY IN CANTON made homeless.
or
of
disapproving
ed the stores laid by. What men
approving
bility
'
trust were indicted for conspiracy in
her child, was riding In a light buggy.
the Arizona constitution, according to
havenot entered the rebel ranks as
IN
SPAIN
UP
SET
was
restraint of trade and recently it
LoefINSURANCE TO CONVICTED WIFE reports emanating from the White
Mrs. Morrison drove around the
fighters, have fled from their homes
Kissel would soon be
announced
OF THE
SOLDIERS DISAPPROVE
Lincoln. Neb.. Anril 10. Mrs. Lena House today. An effort will be made,
and field to escape Impressment into
to trial.
fel team, and just as she got back in
PRINCE REGENT'S USURPAM. Lillie, convicted of the murder of It was said. to. amend the enabllncc brought
f
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by
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of
America on a $3,000 policy
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wounded. federal
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paper
less than' In
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firmed that decision.
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was not quick
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States
United
the
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Del Zamacoma y Inclan, who succeeds
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dinner
a
at
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TOTAL
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president
army,
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Thomas military
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Fort
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night
by
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In
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American war and
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in
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first thing that met her gaze
was due to nat mestlc who
ambassador's family will follow him Banner mine of the Pratt Consolidated R2 vears old. Death
posed as Dania's adopted cnani
SENATORS . BURTON
THROUGH
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in
causes.
forms of the two girls lying
shortly from Liverpool, where Seno Coal and Iron company, where an ex- ural
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100 yards
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Zamacona represented his government plosion took place last Saturday. Six
middle of the road about
nQ other
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making
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as financial agent
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ty more corpses have been piled, up
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DROWN
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she
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Washington, April 10. President
reaching the spot where they lay.
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to the open air. One hundred twen
to
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him
presl
elected
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Is
tailor
10who
and the
Taft moved swiftly today to squelch
ed to recover Dania,
men are dead or unaccounted
Bombay. British India, April
found one of the girls dead
STEAMER SINKS of
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dency. Had he never come to the the latest Japanese war Bcarce story.
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old,
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and
women
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years
birth
200
of
the
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men,
More than
for as a result
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west, he said, he never would have
other dying.
dren were burned to death in a fire
surprised the surgeons by his exhibi raised his regiment and never have Incidentally some reasons for the
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mobillziatlon of the troops along the
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It is not known whether the girls which destroyed a thatched structure
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believed
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New
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were thrown from the wagon
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George
Senator Burton ot Ohio, the president
his revolver duel
visible marks except a
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run over, or whether they Jumped
made an emphatic denial ot the report
the huildlns at the time the fire was der post, the North German Lloyd
ner April 1, following which he shot HERO EDITOR DIES
The discovered. There was only one exit liner Prinzess Irene slipped away
Mexico City that a proposed
daughter,
his
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fatal
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and
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at
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between Japan and Mexico had
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from Fire Island yesterday
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come
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the sudden movement of
she
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caused
as
unexpectedly
had
coast Islands,
east
which
the
wagon,
among
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to
second
shooting
plies
still hitched
troops to Texas.
recovery before the
through the fog of Thursday morning.
turned turtle off Sydney, B. C, this Saturday night. Desp'te the fact that
of
e
"The president authorized me, said
eiehty-threhours
imprison
After
THIRTY" WRITTEN FOR CHARLES
REBELS SURROUND
remained upright.
cheated the morning. The vessel did a heavy be fired another bullet Into his head
she
Burton, "to deny most emSenator
sand
In
the
ment
SAVED
WHO
a trained
ALF WILLIAMS,
business. All
and
passenger
to
was
Miss Algina Loeffel was
freight
and
and
according
Atlantic
still
he
lives,
zravevard of the
phatically the story about a secret
were saved ex- then,
FORTY LIVES
AGUAMALIENTIES floated
of the girl, fired three shots
with the aid of tugs at 3:05 on board the Iroquois 15
treaty between Mexico end Japan.
the
story
nurse and arrived a few days ago
passengers
Monroe,
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Scot
himself.
tow
for
shot
in
he
had
There is not one word ot truth In it."
at her after
a vifJt to her
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10. Charles
from Huron, S. D., for
and a crew of 12.
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April
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the
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Senator Bacon of Georgia, the rank
night.
anchor
to
SAME land Light
OF STATE OF
father. CAPITAL
Alf Williams, aged 51 years, assist- ing majority member of the foreign
later; Anna and their aged
INSUR-RECTNAME AT MERCy OF
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ant managing editor of the Seattle relations committee, after a talk with
came here from
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The other girl. Anna,
10 William J. WILL BE A
FORCE
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April
live
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to
Times, died here today as a result of the president, declared Mr. Taft was
MAN WHO
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the election
he
said
regarded
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10.
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Japan
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of the state of this name
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capital
and
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to
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1b now on his way
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election
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Oil
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bers of the signal corps
headquarters,
went to Santa Fe,
an
xToHwml nuard of Missouri, are owned by
ator William Lorimer, was found dead fresh from the people.
stage, carrying mall to the
means the decisions will
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when the The Insurrectos have
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2 GIRLS ARE

PAID TRIBUTE TO TAFT
New York, April 10. The Rev. Et.
Charles F. Aked, after four years'

KILLED IN A
RUNAWAY

.

TRUCE INl MAIL CONTEST
Kansas City,;Ajril 10. A truce has
been arranged in the railway mail
contest between the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railway company and the
Pennsylvania and Missouri Pacific
Railway companies. Beginning this
morning the Santa Fe fast mail leaves
the Union depot again instead of the
street and
depot at Twenty-secon- d
Grand avenue, as it has been doing
FLAMES SWEEP AREA 4 MILES
several mornings, thereby causing the
SQUARE, CAUSING LOSS
eastern mall brought in by the Mis
OF $3,000,000
souri Pacifio to miss connections west
and south. The Santa Fe fast mail,
however, will arrive in Chicago
6,000 WOMEN MADE HOMELESS minutes later than at present atthirty
1:45
o'clock and leave at 2 o'clock. It is
ABOUT FIVE THOUSAND HOUSES not known what arrangement
has
been made to reimburse the Santa Fe
AND SHOPS WERE REDUCED
for taking out the eastern mail, for
TO ASHES
during the mail weghtng season it
receives nothing for carrying the mall
SEVERAL FATALITIES OCCUR west and south of KanBas City.
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AND HIS BAND

OF HOUSE PLAN

RANCH NEAR

From Our Easter Showing Should
Come the Costumes for the

ANNIHILATED

PROGRAM

FOLSOM SOLD

Easter Parade

11

1
FOOLHARDY AMERICAN
DESERTER , WALKED INTO JAWS OF
DEATH

NEAR MEXICALI

Mexlcali. Mex, April 10. Gen. Stan
ley William burled his little battalion
of rebels Against Colonel Miguel Ma
yors 600 Mexlcaa regulars on the mesa
five miles south of Mexican Saturday
bight. Eighty inmirrectos went into
the fight; twenty returned from the
battlefield.
Williams himself was fatally wound
ed and is now in the customs house
here with his head torn by a frag
ment from an exploding shell. With
half a dozen fugitives of his fleeing
oommnana he was overtaken by a fed
eral shell that lit In their midst and
sent tip a geyser of flame and smoke
and fragments of human bodies. His
wagon trains were captured with near
ly all of the stores and Hive stock
which he took in his recent raids on
American ranchers.
Survivors straggling into Mexlcali
declare that the federals took no pris
oners. All those not killed by the
fire of the federal machine guns and
artillery were, it is alleged, slaughter
ed mercilessly by bayonets in the
hands of federal soldiers. These lat
ter also, it is declared, fired on the
hospital tent and ambulance which
acompanled the rebels to the battle
field. Dr. W. B. Larkins, the surgeon
in charge, and his assistants, who
reached Mexlcali with the survivors
appealed to United States authorities
to send Red Cross aid to the scena of
the battle and save .those they could
of the wounded.
News of the rebel repulse was
brought by a mounted rebel who with
one arm nearly shot oft, fell exhausted from his horse in front of the
headquarters of the insurecto commander-in-chief,
General Salinas, and
burst into tears.
he
"We have been slaughtered,"
cried. "My pal was killed beside me."
Asked who his comrade was, he replied:
"General Stanley."
Williams was still known as "Stanley" to his men of the "independent"
division of the liberal army," despite
the revelation ot his real name and
the fact that he was" a deserter from
the Ninth infantry of the United
States army. Later he was brought in
alive, but pronounced fatally wounded, and taken to the United States
,army hospital in the customs house
at Calexico, across the line.
When General Salinas heard of his
subordinate's fate he maintained his
stoical calm.
"I told him he was a fool when he
said he was going out to fight them."
he remarked, philosophically. "If he
had remained here the federals would
have been forced to attack us in a
rosition of our own choosing. I
him to go out, but only when
he demanded it."

STATE
.LEGISLATION,
HOOD) CAMPAIGN PUBLICITY
ON CALENDAR

DIRECT

Washington, April 10. Legislative
plans of the democratic majority of
the house made known from a reliable source Indicate that the republi
can senate will be given speedily Im
portant measures for action.
The definite outline, subject to fur
ther caucus ratification, lists as fol
lows the order of legislation to be
pushed forward by the ways and
means committee as soon as the
house organization is completed;
Popular election of United States
senators.
Publicity before elections of campaign contributions.
Statehood for New Mexico and Arizona.
Canadian reciprocity.
Revision of schedule K, the wool
bill.
schedule of the Payne-AldricRevision of the cotton schedule.
It also practically has been decided that the Canadian reciprocity bill
to be brought forward by Chairman
Underwood will be almost an exact
duplicate of the McCall bill. It will
h

carry

no

tariff

Tider.

Leading democrats, when asked
what they would do if the senate immediately passed the Canadian reciprocity bill and then indicated its
readiness to adjourn, said the house
would not adjourn. They express-iconfidence that the president would
not exercise his authority to adjourn the extraordinary session should
a dispute arise between the two
houses over adjournment.

MACHINISTS LET OUT
AT SANBERNARDINO
MEN

SEE

CLEAN-U- P

OF

UNION

OFFICIALS
WORKMEN
'
CLAIM REDUCTION

San Bernardino, Calif., April 10.
The recent discharge of 10 first class
machinists, some ol wnom are tne old
est and most expert mechanics in the
sheps, has caused excitement here
among Santa Fe men.
There are two diiterent causes as
signed for the discharge. The one ad
Is
vanced by numerous mechanics
is the result of the
that the clean-udiscovery that many machinists hold
union cards. Officials of the mechau- Ical department
say that the men
were let out because of a reduction
'
in the force.
10
men discharged are
of
the
Eight
said to be members of the machinist
union. It has been known among railroad men for several years that there
have been union men in the shops. Officials of the road admitted it. If the
discharge of the 10 men was for the
reason that they were union men, the
Santa Fe has again commenced to fear
TECH'S
the machinists, the union of which
Boston, April 10. a notable Con- was broken after one of the most bitgress of Technology was opened at ter struggles in the history of the
the Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Santa Fe.
nology today in connection with the
Union men in the shops, who were
celebration of the Institute's
not included in the clean-up- ,
say the
The proceedings were opened Santa Fe has detectives employed in
this afternoon with an address by an effort to secure a list of the men
President Maclaurln, which was fol- who belong to the union and to learn
lowed by several papers dealing with their strength.
some of the important features of
The clearance papers of the dis
applied science today.
charged men are said by Santa Fe
Tomorrow will be given over to the officials to show "reduction of force"
serious work of
the conference. as the cause for the men leaving the
Alumni of the institute who have service. It is said
;
by one official, that
made their mark in various fields of the cut was made to reduce the ex,.j
applied science, in business and in penses $50 a day. The working hours
affairs, will present have already been cut from 10 hours
t administrative
7 a series of papers in which they will- a day to nine hours, six days a week
i report and discuss the most interestno overtime. This order went
f lng problems and developments in with
into effect last week.
engineering, applied science, architec-f,
Mechanics who support the theory
tiire, public health work, electric railthe discharge of the men was 'bethat
f: ,jway and lighting development,
the cause
they were union men, argue
production and use of power, the that if it was an
ordinary reduction of
use of chemistry in the industries, the
men in the shop would
best
the
force,
refining of metals, the irrigation of not be
picked nor those who had been
arid lands, and in newer branches of
with
the
company for years. Several
; , engineering such as business adminis
of the men let out served their ap- scientific
tration,
management, and
prenticeship in the local shops, and
7
"financial engineering."
the discharge of mechanics who learn
ed their trace with the company Is
unusual on the Santa Fe. Graduated
V. OKLAHOMA ODD FELLOWS
McAster, Okla., April 10. Mem-- ' ment have invariably, it is said, been
of the order of Odd Fellows are gath given preference over others, for the
ering here from all over Oklahoma for reason that they are believed by offitheir' annual grand lodge meeting. The cials to be more loyal, having grown
sessions Will continue through the up as Santa Fe men.
greater part of the week and will inelude meetings of the several auxiliary
Lame shouUer is nearly always due
"A. bodies.
to rheumatism of the muscles, and
quickly yields to the free application
o Cnnmberlaln's Liniment. Sold bv
PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAYS
all druggists.'
KZO OINTMENT
is guaranteed to
Te any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed
Man wants but little here below,
to V but he usually gets more than he
J? Protruding Piles in
wants of things he doesn't want.
or monf- l- refunded. r0c.
l.
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FARMS TO

BE

OF

MADE

60,000

If you have not yet planned your Easter costume you
have no time to loose. Come to us. We can aid you

ACRE PASTURE IN UNION
COUNTY

Kansas City, April

10.

quickly, pleasantly, and with satisfaction alike to your
good taste your fashion eye, your pocket allowance.

Another big

cattle pasture Is to be cut up into
farms.

The

ranch

"Cross-ell- "

ot

N. M., has
been Bold by Fowler & Tod of Maple
St Paul syndicate
Hill, Kan., to
60.000 acres,

near Folsom.

t

Dresses, Suits, Coats, Gloves, Neckwear,
Children's Wear, Motor Veils, Under-

The nrice is said to be nearly a mil
lion dollars. The new owners will
sell the land In small areas.
More than a quarter of a century
aito Fower & Tod bought the proper
ty. At that time It was wild land
and cost practically nothing. Exten
sive imorovementa were made and a
herd of thoroughbred Hereford cattle
was established.
"It is Just another move toward a
debigger and better Southwest, that
mands that the old range regime give
way to the farmer," Mr. Tod said
yesterday. "One who does not know
of the old range days cannot appreci
ate the changes in the past decade."
There was a sigh of regret in the
voice of the millionaire stockman as
he continued, "I shall devote my time
to other businss, including my 2,500,
acre farm at Maple Hill. Kan."
Fowler & Tod are feeding about
2,000 cattle at Maple Hill. Most of
them were raised on the '"Cross-ell- "
'
ranch.
The name of the ranch originated
from the brand on the cattle, which
Is a letter L with a perpendicular
mark across it.

wear, etc. these are a few random
of what you may require on
Easter Sunday and which you can se-- :
sug-gestio-

cure at our store, new in style
in quality fair in price

ns

reliable
-

-

already attended our
Easter Showing: have sanctioned these claims.
Scores of women who have

This is the last possible moment you can postpone
.
Ours is the store to come to.
your Easter shopping-We have the best of the new styles, the broadest variety
the most satisfying values.
i

With what may we serve, you?

WAS WAR GOVERNOR

April 10. Colonel
Washington,
Samuel J. Crawford, who served as
governor ot Kansas from 1864 to
1868, celebrated his 75th birthday an
Crawford
niversary today. Colonel
is one of the two men now living
who served as governors of northern
states during the civil war period,
The other is
Sprague of
Rhode Island. In the early part of
the war Colonel Crawford did gallant
service as an officer of the Second
Kansas cavalry. Two months before
the expiration of his second term his
military spirit again asserted itself
and he resigned the governorship to
organize and command a regiment to
quell the Indian disturbances In Kan
sas. Though the owner ot a flourishing stock farm in the Sunflower state,
Colonel Crawford lives the greater
part of the year In Washington, where
he has long been a familiar figure.
GENERAL

BOOTH

MANY CLAIMANTS

Lisbon, O., April 10.

TO ESTATE

The fight on

the part of more than one hundred
alleged heirs to prevent the state
from obtaining the estate of the late
General James W.' Rellly of Wellsvllle,
who died without leaving a will or
any real relatives, came up in the
Columbian county circuit court today
on appeal. The estate is estimated
to be worth between $150,000 and
$200,000, and Judge Hole of the common pleas court decided, after a long
trial in which fifty attorneys participated, that it should escheat to the
the state. There are about fifteen
groups of claimants and they live In
England, Ireland, Ohio, Missouri, Iowa
Delaware and Maryland.
COED DEBATING

You Need a

Our Line of

VICTOR

VICTOR

ESTABLISHED 1862

Talking Machine

NATIONAL

RULES

FOR

TRACK

TEAMS

Pullman, Wash., April 10. Much interest is manifested in the debate to
take place tomorrow evening between
representatives of Whitman, college
and Washington State college, for the
reason that it will be the first intercollegiate debate In this part of the
country in which the teams are composed of young women students. The
question selected for debate is: "Resolved, That men and women should
receive the same wages for the same
work performed."

-

Records Includes
the Best

.

SPORTS

HELL
GROSS, (Inooporated)

Y

a CO.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Dealers In

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN

IS 82

London, April 10 The king and
queen were included among the many
persons from whom felicitous messages were received today by General
Booth, founder and head of the Salvation Army 011 tne ocscaslon of his
anniversary.
eighty second birthday
Within the past year the health of
General Booth has been failing rapidly and his condition is now such as to
cause his family and friends much
anxiety. His eyesight is almost totally gone. Nevertheless, despite his
age and physical weakness, he continues to take an active and ardent
interest In the affairs of the great or
ganization that he founded nearly a
half century ago. Even now, It Is
said, he contemplates making another
world-wid- e
trip of inspection before
he resigns the active leadership of
the Salvation Army Into other hands.
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WACONS-RAC- iNE

and PELTS
VEH1CLES-K- 1S

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M. , Tucumcari, N. M.
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, H. M.,
Trinidad, Colorado

Coach A. A. Stagg of Chicago.

National rules In track sports as first step toward national uniformity
well as in football are now available and in no way compulsory. The offfor the colleges and universities of icials, however, hope that it will be
the country. . A movement to unify adopted by the various sectional bodthe government of American intercol- ies or incorporated into their own
legiate track and field meets was an- rules.
"Ultimate uniformity" Is the wish
nounced by Coach A. A. Stagg of the
University of Chicago, who is one of of the committee, according to Stagg.
The rules do not differ radically
the authors of a new code of laws
sanctioned by the Intercollegiate Ath- from any of those in existence e::cept
letic association of the United States. In the case of the Wxh Jump and pole
Stagg made public the complete vault.
Intead of allowing the customary
text of the rules drafted by himself,
Prof. W. A. Lambert of the University three trials at each height, the comof Virginia and P. W. Marvel of mittee provides that two trials only
Brown university, acting for the Na- may be had.
tional association. The rules are embodied in the report of the professors
have been accepted by the association and are now subject to the Inspection of the American colleges.
The code, which Is the first of a national character. Is Intended as the

New Nebraska Football Coach.
At a recent meeting of the University athletic board, E. O. Stiehm, University of Wisconsin, was elected
faculty football coach and athlitlo director tor Nebraska.

NATURE'S
TONIC

The need of a tonic in the Spring is almost universally recognized.
Bodily fatigue, fickle appetite, poor digestion, nervousness, lack of energy,
etc., prove that the proper amount of nourishment is not being supplied to
the body through the circulation. The stomach, bowels, and digestive members are sluggish from lack of stimulating nutrition, and in consequence the
entire body suffers from the effects of a poorly nourished constitution. The
use of a real
tonic when the system is deranged from lack of
nourishment, will often prevent the development of some serious sickness,
because weak systems cannot resist disease, while healthy, well nourished
constitutions are able to ward it off. No medicine is of value as a tonic except one which, purifies and enriches the blood, for until this is done the
g
body will not receive its required stimulus and
powers.
S. S. S. is the best
tonic because of its genuine ability and worth as
Spring
a blood purifier.
It builds up the depleted system in the true way, by purifying the blood and supplying an increased amount of nourishment to every
portion of the body, S. S. S. removes all impurities from the circulation, and
overcomes the unpleasant physical ailments of Spring.- - S. S. S. is for sale
at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO ATLANTA, GA.
blood-purifyi-

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled W ater
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.
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ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom amona- all
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this
newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this
newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and! furniture, article of usefulness
of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of
the
best markets!
SUVn

disease-resistin-

Winners

Optic Classified Ads.
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110
634
1667

'Phones, Main
and 145

JOHN

144

PAPEN

A.

National Avenue,
Near the Bridge

1212
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REPLACING GAME
THE MAN BEHIND A CRASH

BIRDS NOW EXTINCT
MANY COMMONWEALTHS
ACTIVE
IN WORK OF PROPAGATION
AND PROTECTION

The failure of the Carnegie Trust
company in New York and the consequent indictments i have occupied
many a column of telegraphic news.
And in those dispatches the name of
W. 1. Cummins is mentioned frequently. Who is Cummins; where did
he come from? The following story
from the New York Times tells of
him, his dreams and his

Did "Big Bill" Cummins Cause the Carnegie
Trust Company Failure?

the Tennessee Copper company for
manufacturing the fertilizer. His plan
was to combine that plant with about
seventy other fertilizer concerns scattered through the south and, by means
of this new combination, oust a rival
fertilizer power which practically held
control in its line all over the southern states.
For this project, capital and lots of
it was necessary. To obtain that
capital Cummins, early in 1908, made
his descent on New York. With an
overpowering array of glowing letters
of introduction from the leading men
of Tennessee to New York financiers,
with his broad smile, his ever outstretched hand, his gift of the gab, and
his excellent stock of funny stories,
Cummins breezed into New York early
in 1908, and at once proceeded to "get
solid" with moneyed men downtown.
One of his principles, .in making
money, is to get hold of factories, in
lines which he knows well and which
are not in good condition, and then
to build them up by means of his own
money and that of friends. He decid
ed to apply similar tactls in New
York, and began to look about for a
trust company that did not stand
among the highest, but which he and
bis friends could build tip.

discounted by the Carnegie Trust com
pany.
In this note transaction was the rub.
The banking department got busy. It
demanded that the fertilizer notes be
replaced by good security. Cummins
was In a hole. But right here he made
one of his master strokes. He went to
Andrew Carnegie.
It Is not quite
clear what he said or did in his call
on the iron master, but the fact remains that he succeeded in obtaining
from him two million dollars In United
States steel bonds. For the time
Cummins was safe.

LETTERS OF BYRON
ARE MADE PUBLIC
WHICH
INTERESTING WRITING
WHICH HERETOFORE HAVE .
NOT BEEN

READ

HEALTH MOVEMENT

Homo Town

IN WASHINGTON

-

3- Helps
SCHOOL CHILDREN

WHICH CITY TO HAVE HONOR?

GIVEN CIRCULARS TELLING HOW TO PREVENT DISEASE

Many Competing for Crown That
Will Go With the Highest
Among many Interesting documents
An elaborate health movement will
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ORGANIZING UOVEKNMENT
ES1PLOYES
Organization of labor unions among

the postal clerks is likely to be an
issue in the senate if Senator Lafol-lette' carries out his intention to in'
traduce a bill granting the necessary
permission for government employes
to so organize. The action of the sen.
ator follows the recent order by
Gen
Second Assistant Postmaster
eral Stewart, who declared tLt the
proposed secret organization of rail
way mail clerks, was inimical to the
interests of the government service
and in violation of the oaths which
the men took when they entered the
service of the government The criticism which followed the department
ruling has caused Senator LaFollette
to inaugurate an inquiry among the
clerks relative to such grievances as
they may have. Upon the replies he
receives will demand the kind of bill
to be introduced.
Whether
government
employes
should affiliate with labor unions Is
The general imopen to question.
pression would be against the formation of such bodies. As a rule the
employes of the government are veil
paid, have enort hours and labor
superior to thoee
under condition
enjoyed under private employers. Most
of them are under the protection of
civil service r,'.les and those who are
not have political influences back of
them which afford protection of their
interests.
The letter carriers and the clerks are
noted for the strong national organ!
zations which they have, and it is a
well known fact that many reforms
have been secured by them through
the active work of the organizations
at sessions of congress- Conditions are
not so deplorable that it is necessary
for the men to organize into a body
with any lafeor organization. Condi
tions under which the railway mail
clerks labor are not of the best and
there is room for improvement, but
formation of a labor union' would not
bring this about any quicker than
will agitation through the nation organization and before congress.
- In the
past, government employes
have not been slow about bringing
their grievances to the attention of
congress and they invariably have
been granted the relief asked for. Al
though presumably not Interested in
politics through civil service prohi
bition of such activity, the clerks and
carriers are an important factor in
political life and their influence Is
sufficient to make members of con
gress listen to their appeals. Congress
is the proper place for them to secure
through legis'ation such reforms as
they desire, and while a union would
not. do any harm, its formation seems
to be unnecessary.
City, state and national government
employes seem to be Jn a class which
is well taken care of, and the idea
of a union among them would not be
received with much favor by those
who permit these officials to enjoy
the positions which they hold.
-

.

o

SNAPSHOTS OF THOUGHTS
When the news came from Japan
a few days ago that a scientist there
Jjad invented an apparatus for photographing thoughts, only a passing in
teres t was aroused in this country.
The Japanese inventor, it was assumed", would, with the intense patriotism
of his race, sell his appliance to the
Japanese government for the exclusive use of Its diplomatic corps at foreign capitals. In this way the world
at large, with the exception of the
diplomatc, would. etibs Able to keep
their thoughts to themselves,
1
But now; from Boston comes ..the
.

1
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assertion of a Harvard psychologist
that he, too, expects soon to be able
to take snap shots of human Ideas
This at once makes the situation
grave, for what Harvard psychologists
know they are not backward in tell
lng about. ;
J
At first blush there may seem to be
something splendid about this new
The
triumph of human ingenuity.
slightest reflection,
however, will
show that there are direful possibili
ties connected with it So long as
language was the only thing to judge
thoughts by, a man was reasonably
safe, for, as the astute Talleyrand
once said, language is made to con
ceal thoughts. But now, If thoughts
can be photographed and laid before
a curious and flippant world, who
will dare think at all?
And as to those others whose phi!
osophy is that the only wrong is in
being found out, their plight will, (in
deed, be a sad one. Many will be
the occupations now profitable which
will be completely obliterated. Think
schemes which
of the
under the coming regime of thought
photography will have to be eliminat
ed from the list of the world's great
industries! The words of the promoter and the confidence man may still
be alluring and plausible, but the
thought camera will In an instant de
molish the whole ftbrlc of this argu
ment.
Even the everyday, fairly honest
person will be hard put to it in emer
gencies. The married business man,
for Instance, will no longer be able
to stay down town late at night because of a press of office affairs, or
to miss a train or meet with any of
those other fortuitous little accidents
which in the past have stood him in
such good stead. If he tries it, the
thought camera on his wife's dresser
will prove his undoing.
The list of
painful possibilities
might be prolonged indefinitely. But
to what purpose? Everybody can figure
them out for himself. The only ray
of hope seems to be that the in
ventors of the thought machine will
see what trouble they themselves
might get into and suppress their de
vice.
,
o

CONSERVATION

OF ENERGY

perate living which is stiU a classic
'
in its line- A ripe old age, blessed with bodily
and mental strength, "can be attained
by alL Exercise and fresS air are
within the reach of everyone. They
are free, and to those who use them
bring comfort and happiness immeasurably worth the little time and energy expended each day. A long life
and a happy one ia within your reach.
The fault is yours if you do, not attain it.

and nse them for breakfast food."
Washington Sur.

'

ABSORBLETS

RAILROAD

Wall street is full of interest in the
that will span the continent
and bring about the long dream of
ambitious railroad men for the linking up of associated lines so as to
encompass the tying of New York and
San Francisco in as direct a course
as may be possible.
The new line that is to reach out
from, the metropolis to the great Pa
cific port, and that will grasp within
its tentacles the trade of the middle
section of the country, has wide am
bitions of its promoters to subserve.
In an estimation of the purposes of
the great financial control under
whose direction the Missouri Pacific
has been taken out of the hands of
George Gould the projected line will
have a special destiny to subserve.
It is designed by a number of con
nections to make a most aggressive
transcontinental line.
The intention of those who have
moved the pawns so ardroltly in the
recent unseating of the Goulds is
certainly to place the Missouri Pa
cific under the best railroad man ob
tainable and to be in a position to
reap the harvest of the new movements of trade that are sure to be
started. The date is fixed in 1915,
The event that will create new trade
affluents will be the opening of the
Panama canal.
The contest for the trade of the
east and the contest for the tremen
dously stimulated trade of South
America will cause the railroads that
have the facilities for direct ship
ments, or at any rate of continuous
shipments over lines under the same
control, an enormous advantage in
benefiting by fresh traffic opportuni
ties of Interocean range.
The railroad men of the United
of
States are the most
any class. They always mark out the
pioneer path of progress. They are
the true indicators of the trend of
the times- - Therefore, when Rocke
feller and the great New York rai!
road brokers ' make a move as master.
ful as that indicated in recent railroad maneuvers the country is pre
pared to read into it its full signifi
cance. The character of the men and
the nature of their undertakings in
dlcate that close relations will be es
tablished with railroad managements
with which the new
line can work to advantage.
new line

Frequently among the daily chron- iclings of the tragedies, human interest tales and the many occur
rences which go to make up everyday
life, the press records the experience
of some notable man who at advanced
age displays a keenness of mental
vigor and wonderful bodily health re
markable enough to excite the interest and admiration of all. In the mad
ruBh which is characteristic of Ameri
can lite little attention is paid by
most Deonle to the quiet, even life
which is being led by others. It is not
until some man of prominence recites
a chapter from his own experience
that the busy public pauses for a mo
ment to listen to his views and thus
o
recognizes the important part which
conservation of energy plays in pre
APPLIED CHRISTIANITY
serving health and promoting a long
and happy life.
It is not often' that the admonition
A recent example is that of Charles to do
good to those who despitefully
and use us is so
W. Eliot, the noted educator
publicly illustrated as by
honored president emeritus of Har Mrs.
E. Armour, of Kansas
Margaret
vard university, who at the age of City, in her treatment of the
young
77 years is a fine specimen of the
Woman who stole $150,000 from her.
alert and vigorous men who in spite The young woman was one who was
of their years display a brilliancy
led
by an uncontrollable desire
which might be envied by those half to astraysome
of the good things
enjoy
their age- - Dr. Eliot gives his chief which she saw
about her,
everywhere
methods of living for the benefit of
and which her own poverty prevented
those in position to profit by them
her from possessing. She was not
and this means most people. He at
vicious; she was only weak, and she
modera
tributes his healthfulness to
craved
the beautiful things that money
tion in eating and drinking, taking 61
'
can
alone
buy.
some exercise and getting fresh air
Mrs. Armour has refused, not only
every day. Exercise has played an important part in his life since his to prosecute her, but even to give out
twelfth year and he is a devotee of her name. In a statement just issued
,
walking, riding horseback, rowing Mrs. Armour says:
"The person involved has been try
and sailing, and even at the age of
65 years he learned to ride a bicycle. ing to make amends for past errors
His general reply to those who ask and she and I are looking forward for
what habits are most conducive to her to a life of much usefulness and
long life is: "Moderation in eating, a kindness in the future. She has done
full allowance of sleep, and no regu- much good in the past; she can do
much good in the future. These
lar use of any stimulant whatever."
Moderation and exercise are the things should strongly speak for her
chief secrets, or rather factors, in now.
promoting bodily health, for they
"They who do not know the faults
have been practiced for centuries by in the minds of others who have erred
many. The average man, however, or the temptations presented, cannot
pays little attention to these things safely judge them. All the laws, hu
until an impaired constitution forcib man and divine, command, not only
ly reminds him that wasted energy that we should highly consider those
has claimed its penalty of feebleness who have erred, but to give to the
at an age when he should be active erring a chance to obliterate what has
and in his prime. But all are not go been mistaken In the past by good
ing the pace that kills. The popular- works in the future. We should not
ity of daily exercise, and enjoyrront seek their destruction;
we should
of pure, fresh air is a growing factor save them."
in American life and wonderful reThere's a good, big sermon in those
Exercise few words.
sults are being achieved.
x
taken in moderation is the foe of disease and even a remedy for its evil
MILITIA OFFICERS CONFER
effects. This was first prominently
over four hundred
demonstrated
Washington, April 10. The execu
years ago in the celebrated case of tive committee of the National Guard
Cornaro, the Venetian . nobleman, association and the adjutant generals
whoso dissipated life made him a of many of the states met at the war
physical wreck at the age of 40. By department today for an important
adopting a strict course of dally exer conference. The leading subject of
in discussion, It was said, had to do with
cise, supplemented by frugality
eating vand drinking, he lived to the plans to secure the enactment by
remarkable age of 99 years, and at congress of the National Guard pay
the age of 83 wrote an essay on tem bill.
d
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Teacher Willie, did your father
It was midnight. The man had en- cane you for what you did in school
tered the house as quietly as possi- yesterday ?
ble. Ills shoes made some noise. He
Pupil No, ma'am; he said the lickhad just reached the door of the bed- ing would hurt him more than It
room when he heard some one moving would me- Teacher What rot! Your father
in the bed as if abonfr to get up, and
he paused. The sound of a woman's is too sympathetic-Pupi- l
No, ma'am; but he's got the
voice floated to his ears.
arms. Lippin-cott'. "If "you don't1 take your boots off rheumatism ia both
when you come into this house," it
.
said, "there's going to be trouble, and
'said
Binks. "Miss
Little
a whole lot of it. Here it's been
"Yes,"
handsome
a
woman, but
is
dare
and
hours
for
three
you
Paynter
raining
to tramp over my carpets with your sometimes when I look at her she
muddy boots on. Go downstairs and seems to me like a woman who has
a terrible secret"
take them off this minute."
"She has." said Whibley.
He went downstairs without a word,
"I was sure of It," said Little Binks.
but he didn't take off his boots, in"Have
the
into
out
you any idea what it is?"
went
stead he
straight
"Yes," said Wnibley. "She's 48 years
night again, and the pal who was
waiting for him saw a tear glisten old." Harper's Weekly.
in his eye.
Silas There goes Old Man Hard-appl- e
"I can't rob the house!" he said. "It
with a hundred, patches on his
reminds me of home." Blue Bull.
trousers. I swan, such trousers are
For the fourth time he had said a sin.
Cyrus H'm! Must be some of those
"Good night," but still they lingered
down from
sins that are handed
on the frosty doorstep.
o
News.
"Ah, dearest," he whispered tend- father to
erly, gazing toward the starlit skies,
"I've took the pledge, Bill. I'm
"the night has a thousand eyes"
"Sh! You goose!" cautioned the never goln' to touch another drop as
pretty girl, as she noticed dark forms long as I live."
at the opposite windows. "Not so
"Oh, well, cheer up. Maybe we
loud! The night also has a thousand won't live long.
ears." Chicago News.
"Friend," began the strolling philWe observe that the man's fingc-- osopher, ''do you know anything about
are all twisted and bent Into the most the pursuit of happiness?"
uncouth shapes.
"Ought to," chuckled the rural con"Poor fellow!" we say to our stable, as he filled his mouth with
friend. "Evidently he is a victim of tobacco. "Calculate I have chased
rheumatism."
more eloping couples than any man
"No," our friend explains. "He is In this section." Chicago News.
deaf and dumb and has been trying
to talk Scotch dialect on his finders."
"That man says he's going to wake
Life.
everybody up when he gets to the
legislature."
"What a brilliant marriage!'" said
"Yes," replied Farmer Corntossel.
several
Is
worth
the genial lady. "He
"But in politics, when a man talks too
million and she will inher't at least much about wakin'
up other people,
a billion."
It's likely as not a sign that he's
"Would you call that a marriage," dreamin' hlsself."
Washington Star.
inquired Miss Cayenne "o" a merger?" Washington tSar.
"If woman would only be bolder,"
Declared the suffragette,
and
too
"I got a little
gay yesterday
"And
just stand shoulder to shoulder
was boasting that I cot'ld beat my
We'd win the ballet yet."
weight in wildcats."
But one woman candidly told her,
"What happened?"
When she at last had hushed
"My wife made me beat double my
"We can't stand shoulder to shoulder,
Kansas
in
City
rugs."
weight
We'd get our hats all crushed."
al.
New York Telegram.
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REPORTS

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

6.10; southern cows and heifers $3.40
5.25; native cows and heifers Zrq
New York, April 10. Call money,
st6ckers and feeders $4.G05.90;
6.25;
2
3
per cent. Prime mercanbulls
$45.25; calves $47; western
tile paper, 3
per cent. Mex$5 6.25; western cows $3.25
steers
67
45.
dollars
ican

nONEY AND STOCKS
5-- 8

2

1-- 4

Amlagamated
5.25.
Great
Sugar 118 bid. Atchison 108
12,000, market ten to fifteen
Hogs
Cen127
New York
Northern pfd.
lower. Bulk $66.30; heavy $66.10;
Northern Pacific 124
tral 106
155
Southern Pacific 115 packers and butchers $6.05 6.30;
Union Pacific 176
Steel 77 light $6.256.35.
to
market
12,000,
steady
Sheep
pfd. 119.
ten lower. Muttons $45.20; lambs
$5.506.10; fed wethers and yearlings
HE! AL.., :
$4.255.50; fed western ewes $lf)
New York, April 10. Lead, market 4.60.
Standard copper,
dull, $4.404.60.
market dull. Spot and May, $11.70
11.85. Silver 53
.,
CtllCAOO LIVESTOCK
Chicago, April 10. Cattle, 30,000,
WOOL
market 10 lower. Beeves $5.156.808;
,
St. Louis, April 10. Wool, market Texas steers $4.405.65; western
unchanged. Territory and western steers $4.80 5.75; stockers and feeders $3.905.60; cows a.nd heifers $2.60
mediums 1920; fine mediums 16
5.80; calves $56.75.
18; fine 1213.
Hogs 50,000, market slow, ten to
fifteen lower. Light $6.256.65; mixGRAIN AND PROVISIONS
ed $6.156.55; heavy $5.85;6.40;
Chicago, April 10. Wheat, May, 88
rough $5.856.10; good to choice
July 86
Corn, May 49 heavy $6.10 6.40; pigs $6.256.65;
July 50
Oats, May bulk $6.206.35.
31
Pork, May $15;
July 31
Shep 25,000, market weak to ten
July $14.65. Lard, May $7.75; July
lower. Native $34.90; western $3.15
$7.85.
Ribs, May $8.37
July
e
5 yearlings $4.405.50; lambs,
$7.92
western
$4.756.25.
$4.756.25;
3--

3--

1--

1--

1--

1--

,

5--

ra-tiv-

,,..-n-

KANSAS CITY LlVSETOCK
Kansas City, April
including 600 southerns. Market
steady to ten lower. Native' steers
$5.406.65; southern steers $4.75
iO.-attl- e,

"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's

Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B.
Kendrick, Rasaca, Ga. "It Is the best
cough remedy on the market for
coughs, colds and croup." For sale

10,-00- 0,

by all druggists.

"The congregation, numbered 32
souls this - morningv remarked the
parson--

.

,

,

...

"Thirty souls," corrected the dea
con. "We got two "plugged mcKeis
in the ollection box." Kansas Citj
,
Journal.
:

"No Black
frighten me."
"Oh,

Hand

letter

could

to

being

well, you're used

dunned."

Exchange.

The Loser Do you think it's wick
ed to play poker?
The Winner Yes, the way you
play it. Toledo Blade.

An

gosh-dastar- d

Pumps and Oxfords

A Special Lot of Oxfords
Worth $3.00, $3.50 and

We feel that we have somewhat
overbought ourselves this Spring.
The styles and lasts were so pretty
that we could not resist the temptation. This lot includes all sizes and
widths.
Your Choice at $2.48

s.

.Every pair guaran-

teed to give
wear.

Patent Colt, Patent
Kid, Vici Kid, Tan Russian Calf and Vjci's.
Sizes 2 to 5, per pair
69c. Patents, Vici Kid
in Black and Tan, sizes
5s to 8,
per pair 89c.
Patents, Tan, Russian
Calf and Russets, sizes
8 to 11, per pair $1.19.
Patents, Russets and
Tan Russian Calf, Vici
Kids 11J to 2, per ' pair
$1.39.
Patents, Russets and Tan Russian
Calf, Vici Kid,
per pair $1.69

tern Free.

515-51-

THE

7

Railroad
Avenue'

2?

to

5,

,

The Ladie's Home

Journal Style Book
Now Here.

'

Store of Quality"

BBS E AI
.

E.LASVEGAS.

satisfactory

$1.98

Children's Pumps
and Oxfords All
Specially Priced

Buy a Ladie's Home
Journal Style Book for
20c and get a 15c pat-

for

$2.50, $2.75 and $3.00
This lot includes fine
Dress Pumps and Oxfords,
House Slippers and Rom-eo-

$4.00

.

"What in the world do you want
with so many garden seeds?" Inquired
the patient member of congress. "You
surely don't plant all of them?"
No," replied the constituent. "We
put a little milk and sugar on them

Low Shoes
Women

Pumps for Women

under his arm, started conversation
with:
'
well are you ' going to
Well,
school how?"
"Sur I am," sneered the infant.
W'y wouldn't I? I'm over 6."
"And do you love your teacher?"
"Gee, no! Now that old hen's too
old for me!" Cleveland Plain Dealer.

...

TO TUESDAY APRIL 18

and

They are too precocious, these kids.
We met a little fellow on the" street
the other morning and seeing books

Mother came with slow and silent
step from the sick room and said to
little Robert,
"Your
little
baby
brother is very ill, Robert, dear, and
I am afraid he will die."
"Wrell, mamma, If he does die he
won't go to the bad place."
"Why, ' Robert, what's makes you
' 1
;;say that "
!
You :'see, ' he can't
Oh, I know
mamma, 'cause he aiflt got no teeth
to gnash!" Judge.

n,

Entire Stock on Sale. Women's and Children's High
Shoes, Pumps and Oxfords in the Season's Newest
and Best Lasts Offered. Ten Per Cent Discount
given 'on all shoes not quoted below

'

City man who has been making a
study of drinking water was looking
at a stream over in Jersey the other
day when he saw a farmer close by.
This looks like mighty fine water
here," he remarked, approaching the
agricultural party. "iDo you think it
possible that there are any bacclll in
it?"
Waal, I should say not!" was the
positive rejoinder of Uncle Josh.
I've been fishln' here for nigh on
fifteen year an' never got ther fust
bite."

Easter Sale of Slpes,

ONE WEEK ONLY, FROM TUESDAY APRIL

"Do you obey the Bible injunction
to love your neighbor?"
I tried to, but she wouldn't let
me.
Houston Post.

.

-
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The

Prescriplionist

:

III-

The

man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment

In prescription filling.
Every
prescription, leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

riu iii'iii
bnAriiuuimiro
11 1

1

1

-

personals
'

-

John C. L. Pugh, the Wagon Mound
bean raiser, is in town on a business
trip.
Elizabeth Howard of New York is
m Las Vegas for a short
visit, en
route for California,
Miss Gilmore, who had been speudms
winter nere, has returned to
her home in Chicago.
r. . utirien of Dawson, and A.
B. Strickler of Raton, were
among
me business visitors in Las Vegas
today.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Moore of Ok
mulgee, Okla.. were visitors in Las
Vegas yesterday. They are making
an extensive tour of the southwest.
J. S. Johnson, who deals extensively in Colorado and New Mexico lands,
Is among the business visitors in Las
Vegas. His headquarters
are in
Rocky Ford.
John Joerns, clerk of the court of
the Fourth judicial district, did not
return yesterday from Raton, as he
had expected. He and Mrs. Joerns
will arrive tonight.
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., will leave tonight for Chicago, where she will
join Mr. Davis and the two will go
to Washington, where Mr. Davis will
argua a case before the United States
supreme court.

1

THE

11

11

-

1

ALL METAL FREEZER

ANTI-LIQUO- R

Just

Western
Garden

FANATICS
NOTED

TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE
IN PRESENT

THE HARTFORD FIRE
INSURANCE CO.
Of Hartford. Conn., as of December 31st. 1910

METHODS

Cook and Serve
in the Same Dish

the-salo- on.

snow-whi-

te

Earthenware

buying

Patrons of the Castaneda hoteL
both local and transient, will regret
to learn that Robert Kane, who for
two years Las been employed as day
clerk at that popular hostelry, has
decided to leave Las Vegas. They
will be glad to learn, however, that
Mr. Kane, in taking up a new occupa
tion, has made a considerable advancement. He has secured a position
with George M. Noble and company,
a big real estate concern In Topeka,
Kan.
The position is one of responsibility
and with Noble and company there is
considerable room for rapid advancement of young men of ability, as they
transact business all over the Jayhaw- ker state.' During the time he has
been here Mr. Kane has made a large
number of friends. He is known to
travelers on the Santa Fe as one of
the most courteous and obliging men
of the Harvey system.
Mr. Kane will leave here with the
good wishes of everybody who knows
him. He departs tonight for Topeka
to begin his new duties. G. J. Schu
mann, who has been night cleri at
the Alvarado hotel in Albuqqueraue,
for several months, will relieve Mr.
Kane here. He arrived last night.

BE

AJJVE

Big Specials in

Furniture

Frank Revell,

ROSENTHAL

THE

,

REV. 0. P. MILES ACCEPTS
PASTORATE OF BAPTIST CHURCH

'

'

cond

work-Furthe-

(

r

BASEBALL

124.363,634
15,439.667

Surplus to Policyholders

$ 8,923,967

Home Insurance Co.
OF

Assets
Liabilities
l:'

NEW YORK

130,178,913
13,349,300

,

Surplus to Policyholders

$16,829,613

Insurance Co. of North America
,

OF PHILADELPHIA. PA.

Assets

$16,001,411

LlabUltlef

8,257.431

Surplus to Policyholders?

'&

Liverpool

7,743,980

London & Globe Ins. Co.
OF ENGLAND

Assets

$13,745,408
8,589,434

LlabI1Itle--

Surplus to Policyholders

.....$

BURG

5,155,974

North British & Mercantile Ins. Co.
OF LONDON AND EDINBURGH

Assets
Llabilities

$4,314,062
4,688,57

Surplus to Policyholders...."..'.

LAS VEGAS WILL

n

i,i,

Assets
Liabilities

TRANSIENTS AT THE CASTANEDA
WILL MISS THE GENIAL
DAY CLERK

DON'T BELIEVE

51

STATEMENT OF

SERVICE

Seed

I J. A. Papen

BOB KANE HAS
QUIT HARVEY

Local option and similar methods
1
Quart Site. Special
$1.25
are inefficient and impracticable for
2
Quart Size. Special
$1.50
the control and suppression of the liquor traffic; they are as barren of
results as would be attempts to stop
the flow of the Mississippi river by
building dania near its mouth. The
WINTERS DRUG CO.
only means of putting to an end the
evils of the liquor traffic is to kill It
Phone Main 3
at its source; this should be done by
suppression of breweries and distille
ries. These are the views of Eugene
W. Chafin, candidate for the presidency on the prohibition ticket in
1908, who
spoke yesterday in the
We
Presbyterian church, the Y M. C. A.
Received Lot of
and the Methodist church. Mr. Cha
Food cooked and Krved in Guernsey
fin was heard by large crowds at each
Earthenware retains all the full natural
lecture. Fully 700 people heard him
flavors, and you serve piping hot right
off the stove.
during the day.
Guernsey is that beautifully finished
Mr. Chafin la not savage In his ar
eartheuware brown outside porcelain
of
He
dealt
raignment
white inside highly glazed all over.
with it yesterday largely from an It 19 so attactive on the table puts the
Dr. James A. Rolls, a leading physilinen and
finishing touch to
Mr. Chafin
cian of Santa Fe,,C. J. Crandall, su- economio standpoint.
out that the saloon is not a shining silver.
pointed
perintendent of the United States InGuernsey is inexpensive and you can
dian school at Santa Fe, and W. reproducer of wealth and that the get it in all kinds of dishes from the
goods in which it deals are unneces
petite marmite to the family casserole.
. In Bulk
W. O. Connor of the Ancient
City, were
not
if
Come in and see our complete line of
and,
sary
harmful,
positively
and
Sunday visitors in Las Vegas.
are at least of no benefit to those
Blown White Lined Enameled
E. H. Biernbaum, deputy sheriff of who purchase them. He said the sa
Package
Mora county, came down from Mora loons were
largely responsible for the
yesterday. After transacting business high cost of living as the
From Barteldes Seed
products
pertaining to his office, Mr. Biern- which go into the manufacture of li
Co. It will pay you
baum returned home today. He says
quors, if withdrawn from that chan
to see our line before
Mora county farmers are expecting a
nel, and placed on the market, would
most successful season. A heavy snow
elsewhere.
result in a lowering in the price of
Look at Big; Display Window
fell iu Mora last Friday and indica- foodstuffs. He
also stated that the
tions are there will be no lack of vast
FOR- army of liquqr men, being non
moisture for early-seasofarming.
are
a
drain upon the labor
producers,
Governor William J. Mills, accom ing classes, who are regular producers
2
Grocer and Butcher.
panied by Territorial Engineer Chas. and must be in order to live. Mr.
D. Miller will come over from Santa Chafin said the
large number of liFe tomorrow afternoon on Santa Fe quor men are as much a burden upon
For Week Ending April 15
train No. 10, for the purpose of in the taxpayers as is a standing army
specting the work now under way on and navy.
tne Mora road. The governor and
Mr. Chafin declared
the liquor
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER territorial
engineer w'll make the trip habit kills more people every year
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of to the scene of operations in autos, than does the dread white plague. He
a party of Las Vegans accompanying asked how long: it would take con
Building Job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
gress, if a remedy that would entire- - Opposite Y. M. O. A., E.Las Vegas
s
Opposite Optic. them.
ly wipe out "tuberculosis were to be
hundred of thou
discovered,
Bands of dollars to put it into general
use. Mr. Chafin said congress should ODD FELLOWS WILL
be as willing to put down another
evil as great as tuberculosis if a remODuERVEBIRTHDAY
edy that would accomplish that re
sult could be obtained.
ANNIVERMr. Chafin is sane and logical. He THE NINETY-SECONMore
Is not radical and arbitrary.
SARY OF ORDER COMES ON
men of his stamp engaged in the proAPRIL 26
hibition field would mean great advancement in the fight being waged
On Wednesday evening, April 26,
against alcohol. Mr. Chafin believes Las
Vegas Odd Fellows will join with
the churches and schools should take
their brethren throughout the United
up the fight, create sentiment against
ninety-seliquor all over the land and eventual- States in the celebration of the
of
the
plantthe
pasanniversary
ly be the means of securing
sage of national laws wiping out the ing of Odd Fellowship in this country.
A committee composed of several of
S
liquor traffic in all its phases.
r
'rg f
the livest members of the local lodge
if
has been given charge of the program
t
REASONED IT OUT
and is actively engaged in that
announcements 'will be made
And Found a Change in Food Put later.
Him Right
The first lodge of Odd Fellaws was
in Baltimore, Md., April 26,
organized
A man does not count as wasted
1819, with five members. Now the or
the time he spent in thinking over
includes more than 2,000,-his business, but he seems loth to ganization
Two lodges are in
000
members.
give the same sort of careful atten- China, five in the Philippine Islands
tion to himself and to his health. And and others in remote
parts of the
yet his business would be worth little world.
A
busiwithout health to care for it.
Each state and territory has a grand
ness man tells how he did himself
which meets annually and is
lodge
good by carefully thinking over his
of representatives of each
composed
physical condition, investigating Jo lodge in that state or territory.
find out what was needed, and then
The lodge is governed by the sovchanging to the right food.
grand lodge, which also meets
ereign
'For some years I had been bother
and is composed of repreed 'a great deal after meals. My food annually
from each of the grand
sentatives
seemed to lay like lead in my stomlodges.
dullness
and
heaviness
ach, producing
There are three distinct lodges in
and sometimes positive
pain. Of Odd
fellowship. The one ordinarily
or
more
less
me
course this rendered
to is the subordinate lodge.
referred
unfit for business, and 1 made up
REV. O. P. MILES
Next is the Patriarchs Militant, or
have
would
mind that something
rrn nantiKt rhr.i i h of this city highest terms of him. Congressman my
the encampment, and third is the
to be done.
J
"Dr.
Indiana
of
pub-says:
Harnhaid,
Canton.
n utate to the general
n
conclusion
"Reflection led me to the
The government of these other two
lie that for several reasons, it has Miles is one of the best balanced pas that
filling the stomach
I
I
all
did
ever
and
tors
I
is similar to that of the subknew,
lodges
e
made special eoffrts to place in the
with indigestible food, was responsi-b'and
of
"for
sake
the
could
my
the
to
family
ordinate
suitable
lodge.
pulpit a strong man,
for many of the ills that human
as pastor in my
him
to
in
self,
keep
the
country
and
to
the
city
times,
flesh endures, and that I was punishA TAFT A STOWAWAY
general. A weak minister in the city."
in that way that was
a
of
P. E. Mean, president
large ing myself
west is a failure, and if the work of
me
dull, heavy and uncomBoston,
making
April. 10. Robert Taft, 19
institution in Indiana, says:
for business after years old, son of E. R. Taft, of
unfit
religion keeps pace with other things, banking
and
fortable,
men."
we must have forceful, cultured min- "He is a man among
meals. I concluded to try Grape-Nut- s
Springfield, and said to be a third
We invite the public to hear him
could do for me. cousin of President Taft, started for
isters.
see
it
to
what
;
food
with him.
Las Vegas and the territory of New preach and get acquainted
"I have regained my normal weight, England on the steamer Lancastrian,
him not only a good
.Mexico is rapidly coming to the front You will find
find that business is a pleasure lwhlch left Boston last week and was
and
a congenial gentleman.
and we want men who can help in preacher- but
more can take more interest in brought back to Boston yesterday ou
once
services are needed, he
the solution of moral questions, and Any time his
and
my mind is clearer and more the steamer Georgian, of the Leyland
It,
ran he found at the Y. M. C. A., roorr
able to lead and teach.
line. Young Taft was discovered on
alert."
10.
Battle
Dr. O. P. Miles is such a man, and No.
Postum
Co.,
when the Lancastarlan was
board
Name
by
given
We want to say especially to th
we are glad to introduce1 him to the
A'ell
on
her way out and on meet-in- g
Creek, Mich.
havBaptists of the city and community,
in
the
to
Wellvllle,"
public. He is a man of culture
Road
Georgian the latter vessel
"The
Read
some that tliis. is our opportunity. Some
was signaled and the stowaway put
Reason."
ing received bis education in
a
"There's
are
pkgs.
and
grea sacrifices,
of the very best institutions in the
Ever read the above letter? A aboard to be brought back to Boston.
support than any
him
and
stronger,,
traveled
giylng
also
and
United States
one appears from time to time. He is now being held, by the immigranew
coun- of his predecessors.
"
studied extensively in foreign
full of tion authorities pending "word from
They are genuine, true, and
"""Signed
tries. Some of the beart? known men
his father.
iK.v-;'interest.
human
'.,: ., -:- ,$g.T;,CpMM!TTEE.
In this, nation, 7 have pokeHin ..the

Have
a

igil

,

........$3,625,.485

Represented hy
JOHN S. CLARK,

E,

Vegas, N, M.

GOING TO HELP
PUT CITY ON MAP THE COMmaterial Is available for the team and
ING SUMMER

Las Vegas is going to' be a lively
town during the coming summer and
fail and baseball is going to play an
important factor in bringing it about.
Already the baseball association is
planning for a tremendous three-dayFourth of July celebration. This
will consist of a baseball tournament
between the best teams in the territory, races and other amusements. A
big barbecue dinner will be served on
each of the three days and people
will be attracted here from all parts
of the county.
In the fall it is planned to conduct
a big' fair, to which all the farmers
and poultry and cattle fanciers will
be Invited to bring their products
animals and fowls. A
and high-bre- d
will be conbaseball tournament
ducted during the fair, and races will
be run.
During the summer at regular intervals races will be conducted at
Amusement park and baseball games
will be scheduled to cover a large
number of the Sundays.
With the support of the public and
by means of the fairs and races, good
baseball can be maintained and the
county and city will get lot of good
advertising. By combining the fair,
chicken show, races, baseball, Fourth
of July celebration and other attractions all expenses can be met by the
exposition as well as by the baseball
association. And at the same time, a
smaller admission fee can be charged.
Baseball prospects are said to be
exceedingly good. Some excellent
s'

,

tne public is showing a willingness
to give its support liberally. The di
rectors soon will start their summer
subscription list, which will be necessary for the securing of three or four
strong players to fill In yawning vao- anclew in th. Maroons' line-uSunday and Monday of next week a
big program will be held at Amuse
ment park. Sunday afternoon the
Easter crowds will witness a fast
game between the Maroons and the
Santa Fe employes' team. Monday
afternoon the Normal and the Maroons
will battle. On both afternoons races
will occur and there will be some
broncho busting and other feats of
riding.

f

J

IS

TREE PLANTING
DAYSUGGESTED
CITV

CLERK CHARLU TAMME
FAVORS SUCH AN OB-- .
:

8ERVANCE

'

Since the arrival of the trees ordered by the city from a Colorado
nursery it has been suggested by City
Clerk Charles Tamme and others
that a general tree planting day be
appointed upon which every citizen
of Las Veags shall set out at least
one tree. Such a day would he ob
served universally, as t!he citizens
would enter into the spirit of the
occasion and before nightfall hundreds of trees would be in the ground
ready to grow Into beautiful trees
of which the entire city could feel
proud. Such a day likely would be
observed by the schools, many trees
being placed on the campuses.
The young trees have been placed
in a trench on the vacant lot north
of the city hall on Sixth street. Citizens who desire them should seethe
city clerk at once. Various varieties
of trees are included in the ' shipment, both shade and fruit trees. It
would be an excellent idea if Mayor
Goodall would set apart an official
day.

ELKS' INSTALLATION
Incident to the installation of the
nawi officers of Las Vegas Lodge No.
408 B. P. O. Elks, which will occur
tomorrow evening, the Elks will enjoy a rousing social session. Ar
rangements have been made for the
serving of a magnificent banquet after the conclusion of the ceremon'ej.
The feed will be served in courses
and will Include some delightful surprises both In the eatings and the
drinkings. Speeches and stories will
go around the board and the antlered
boys will meet in Jolly fellowship.
Past Exalted Ruler E-- G. Murphey
Govwill preside at the installation.
ernor William J. Mills, a member of
the lodge, will be among the uests
present. He will make an address
Best draught beer in the city, at
during the evening. All
the Lobby, of course.
Elks are invited to be present.
'

tree-plantin- g

non-reside-

o

an MiguelNational Bank
CmpltmtPmia In

$wo,aoo.oo

J. M.

Las Vigas

CUNN1NOHAM,

Prefident,

PRANK SPRINQER, VlcoProsldent,
D. T. HOSKINS, Cashier,
f

o
0

Surplum
tiQ.OOO.OO

over-eatin-

are-makt- ns

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

Commanding Figures
Are those shown in a savings bank book. For the
is not ruled by the sword, but by
world
v
money.
to-da-

y

Every Dollar You Save

.a

Gives you a more commanding1 position among
your fellow men. Open an account here and start
.
V;VW
your ascent in importance.
r
-

,

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

9

aa
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LAS VEGAS

Optic

TT HIS VICINITY has a climate of unsurpassed healthfulness wither
out extremes of heat or cold, having nearly 300 days of

TOHT
COLUMN
ENORMOUS WASTE NATIONAL CLUBS

Number, Main

Optic'

OF BASEBALLS IN

ARE EVENLY

A SEASON

MATCHED

2.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line each insertion. JEW YORK AND CHICAGO CLUBS PRESIDENT LYNCH THINKS ANY
ONE OF SIX TEAMS HAVE
Estimate six ordinary words to a
USE MORE THAN SIXTY
A CHANCE
line. No ad to occupy less space than
DOZEN EACH YEAR
two lines. All advertisements charged will be booked at space actually
New York, April 10. High up in his
Have you ever stopped to think of
set, without regard to number of
of baseballs new offices on the thirteenth floor of
number
enormous
the
words. Cash in advance preferred.
consumed in a summer's p'ay? When New York's tallest skyscraper, Presi-den- t
you have been watching an afterThomas J. Lynch of the Nation
noon's contest and the batter has
al
league has figured out that the
fouled three or four times over the
race
a
for the pennant this year will be
little
WANTED Position by experienced fence you have often seen
who
to
the
and most keenly contested
out
the
closest
tossed
umpire
chamber maid. Address P. M., Optic. red box
opened it and took out a new ball in many seasons. Here is his estiwhile the game went on as though mate of the situation:
nothing had happened. Then in a
"Any one of the six clubs has a good
minute or two perhaps one or two o;
to win this year. Barely have
chance
FOR SALE A good bedroom furni- the balls which had been lost would the teams
presented a more even
fence
the
by
ture and bedding by F. J. Cutler, be thrown back over
front.
some one stationed outside, but thpy
, Plaza.
'While St. Louis and Boston do not
would not all be thrown back. In
seem to be as strong as the other
would
have
of
them
some
this
way
FOR SALE Two buff Leghorn roosa
Then, too, clubs, still you never can tell what
completely disappeared.
ters. Call Main 431.
will do, and
crowd
of
young
players
would
ball
a
a
while
in
once
every
bleachers. There they may surprise the baseball world
FOR SALE Good 6 room house in a be batted into the
wild
scramble
for a mo- this season.
a
would be
good location on the hill, has lawn,
"As for the other six clubs, it is
In the air, one
arms
ment,
waving
garden and barn. A bargain If taken or two
the
then
knocked
off,
hats
just about an even thing. New York
at once. Phone Main 146. L. G.
would subside, but the ball looks good and is stronger than at
tumult
Calhoun, 60S Douglas avenue.
would have disappeared of course; this time last year. Those who think
no one would Know wnere it was, the days of Chicago's men are over
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de
least of all the bunch, of innocent may have cause to change their opinscriptions. Notary seals and recfans where it fell. But some- ion before the season closes. They
looking
ords at The Optic ofCce.
where in that bunch would be sitting are no weaker than last year. In my
a man more innocent looking than opinion. It' was because the Athle
FOR SALE A bargain, Edison phono the rest- - Can It be
possible that he tics were so much faster than Chiea
graph in first class condition. Hand had the ball concealed in his pocket? go that the world's series resulted ad
some large horn and many records. Alas, for the desire for souvenirs is it did. The team is well supplied with
723 Main street.
,
so deeply rooted in the human soul.
youngsters. Take the purchase of
Of course, in addition to the large Sbean. That was a good stroke of
FOB.
B AXJ!
BuH Plymouth Rock number ot balls
actually lost in one business. Evers' may last a whole
baby chicks, 114.00 per 100. Money way and another, there is the loss season and
may not last a week. Mr.
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- attendant on the wear and tear of
Murpliy has a second baseman to step
2.
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan, R
the game itself. In a strenuous swat-fes- t right in there. If that happens you
it does not take long to wear out are likely to hear people begin to talk
a baseball so that it is no longer fit of Chicago luck, and how fortunate it
for big league company. Not more was that Shean was around. No luck
than one game on an average and about it, it was planned beforehand.
FOR RENT OR SALE Complete the faithful ball must be laid on
"A letter reached me the other day
moving picture outfit including the shelf, even assuming that it has
the Pittsburg camp, saying that
from
grand piano. U G. Calhoun, Real not gone to join its brother over on
Clarke and Wagner, the big
Leach,
Estate Agent.
the railroad tracks or found its way trio, were never in better condition,
mysteriously into the pocket or some that Adams and Camnitz were putting
FOR RENT Farm, 3 miles south El fan, along with peanuts, rainchecks
them over in great form. The men
Forvenir ranch; 1,200 acres under and newspaper clippings.
are playing together and the old fightfence; pasture for 100 head of catThe number of balls required to
is there. I tell you, Chicago
tle cummer and winter; 60 acres of supply the baseball public in a sea- ing spirit
would not have had such an easy time
broken land for farming; sure crops son is astonishing. It has been eswinning a pennant last year had they
every year rain or sun. Romero timated as accurately as may be that not
got the jump in the early months.
Mercantile Co.
the major league clubs use from forty
will be different this spring, unless
It
to fifty dozen a season. The minor
all signs go wrong.
leagues, of course, do not use so
ASSESSMENT NOTICE
"Both Philadelphia and Cincinnati
is
but
it
the
that
probable
Notice is hereby giveis to all tax many,
were
strengthened by the trades made
clubs in the Eastern association will
last fall. It does a player a lot of
payers in Precinct Number 29 of the
smaller
dozen
and the
average thirty
County of San Miguel, that I will be
at least half as many. An ard good to be shifted around. It puts
In my of flee, 605 Lincoln avenue, be- leagues
ent fan with a taste for statistics more life into him, and many times
tween the hours of 8 a. m. and 6 p. m.
out that the New York and a man who has played only average
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to figured clubs
ball with a team gets in with a lot of
Chicago
require over sixty dozand becomes a
receive returns of all taxable proper- en balls
every season. Of course, hustling youngsters
ty. Those failing to do so within the all the balls purchased by the leagues star. The fans like to see new faces,
specified t'me will be assessed by me in this way are bought by the dozen too, and applause is as sweet to a
according to Section 4035 of the com- and at a saving in expense, but the player's ears as It is to an actor's.
piled laws of 1897, and a penalty of fact remains that an enormous num- When a man steals second base and
25 per cent vill be imposed on those ber of balls are used
is heartily cheered he wants to
up every year and
who fail to make returns,
steal
third right away. Both the
of
the
hundreds
clubs
by
throughout
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor the country, an ever growing item of Phillies and Reds will be factors in
apr 30
expense in the great and costly busi- the Pennant race this year. Neither
out. From
a
When
mtdlclne must be given to ness enterprise of organized base- - can Brooklyn be counted
secured
has
Mr.
Ebbets
all
ball.
reports
young cshlldren it should be pleasant
some youngsters who will give a good
to take. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is made from loaf sugar, and the
account of themselves this season.
Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., Eays:
roots used In its preparation give it
"Every season in baseball seems to
a flavor similar to maple syrup, mak- "Our little boy contracted a severe
be
greater than the one immediately
bronchial
as
trouble
doctor's
and
the
no
to
take.
it
has
It
supeing
pleasant
rior for colds, croup and whooping medicine did not cure him, I gave him preceding. I don't think this season
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in will prove an exception, and- look for
cough. For sale by all druggists.
which I have great faith. It cured the
biggest year and one of the closthe cough as well as the choking and
in the history of the game."
races
est
gagging spells, and he got well in a
short ime. Foley's Honey and Tar
Compound has many times saved us
BOXING CHAMPIONSHIPS
much trouble and we are never without it in the house." O. G. Schafer
the
Boston, April 10. Many of
and Red Cross Drug Co.
foremost amateur boxers of the UnitENGRAVERS rRJNTERS
ed States and Canada are gathered
One Conductor Helped Back to Work in Boston, to compete in the national
Mr. Wilford Adams Is his name, and amateur boxing championships of the
he writes: "I was confined to my bed Amateur Athletic union. The Boston
with chronic rheumatism and used Athletic association has made the
two bottles of Foley's Kidney Remedy
the contests, which
with good effect. The third bootle put arrangements for
me on my feet and I resumed work as take place in Mechanics building, the
conductor on the Lexington, Ky., preliminary events being pulled off
Street Railway. It will do all you tonight and the finals tomorrow night.
claim in cases of rheumatism." It The program provides for events in
clears the blood of urio acid. O.'Q. the
following classes: Bantam weight,
Scbaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
105 pounds and under; feather weight,
PILLS
CHICHESTER BRAND. A
115 pounds
and
under;
special
DraMlat lor A
"Our baby cries for Chamberlain's weight, 125 pounds and under; light
Jyt,? Ladle! Ak jovr
Ulwnd
BmadV
'111
ia Ke4 ud Veld iculllAX
Cough Remedy," writes Mrs. T. B. weight, 135 pounds and under; welboKm mled irith Blua Klbboa,
aa ather. Bar af yoar
Kendrlck, Rasaca, Ga. "It is the best ter weight, 145 pounds and under;
Take
tarn-tut- .
Askfor IIU
cough remedy on the market for
DIAMOND HBAND flLLH. lot 5
158 pounds and under;
yean known tt Best. Safest. Alwtyi Reliable.
IV
coughs, colds and croup." For sale middle weight,
SOLO BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
heavy weight, 158 pounds and over.
by all druggists.
RATES FOR

sunshine in the year.
The water supply is abundant and pure, furnished by mountain
streams or from wells of not great depth.
The annual rainfall amounts to nearly 19 inches, average, occur
ring principally in July and August.
The soil is highly fertile an I easy of working, being generally
sandy loam especially retentive of moisture.
Lands here are lower in price than we know ot anywhere else
where conditions are equally good.
Crops are principally alfalfa, oats, wheat, potatoes, corn and forage. Sugar beets promise to be profitable.
. "Dry Farming,"
practiced scientifically, is proving to be successful
here, a large area being under cultivation.
An irrigation system to cover many thousand arces surrounding
the city is now being constructed.
Mining developments in the adjacent mountains are showing up
very promising values. Building stone of superior quality Is quarried
nearby.
The Pecos National Forest, which is near, affords excellent grazing for large numbers of cattle and horses at a nominal cost Stock
raising is' a profitable business.
A great natural pleasure ground abounds in this National Forest,
with its grand scenery, its trout streams and big game.
Beautiful mountain resorts within easy access ot the city are open
all the year for health or pleasure seekers. '
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Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
taunt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
One red and white steer
about 6 years old, weight about 800
pounds.
Branded
Cfl
On left ribs
Vj
Said animal being unknown tt this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 25, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. April 5, last pub. April 15, '11

o

B

To-wi- t:

For Sato

,
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Wanted

irKH-XPI-I'

THE

Monday

National A. A. U. boxing cham
pionships begin in Boston.
National class P- amateur billiard
championship tournament begins in
New York.
Battling Hurley vs. Cy Smith, 10
rounds, at New York.
-

DEPARTMENT

Tuesday
tournament
of Illinois
Annual
association opens at
Sportsmen's
Springfield.
Annua bench show at Lexington
Estray Advertisement
Kennel club opens at Lexington, Ky.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
Annual bench show of New 'Eng may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
land Kennel club opens at Boston.
Dan Cassldy, Jr., Cleveland, N. M.
Wednesday
t:
National league opens its season One
cow
with Brooklyn at Boston, Philadelphia
Branded
at New York, Pittsburg at Cincinnati
On left hip
and St. Louis at Chicago.
Said animal being unknown to mis
American league opens its season Board, unless claimed by owner on or
with Chicago at Detroit, Cleveland at before April 21 '11, said date being 10
St. Louis, New York at Philadelphia days after last appearance of this adand Boston at Washington.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
American Association opens its sea by this Board for the benefit of the
son with Minneapolis at Toledo, St owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Paul at Columbus, Kansas City at
Albuquerque, N. M.
Louisville and Milwaukee at Indlanap First pub Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11

is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

To-wl-

DORRECT PRINTING

oils.

Opening of the annual bench show
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
of Seattle
Kennel club,
Seattle,
may concern that the following deWash.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Id
Moore
vs.
Freddie Welsh,
Pal
Albert Sanders, Orange, N. M.
rounds, at New York.
One sorrel mare 12 or 14
To-wi- t:

Thursday
Canadian A. A. IT. boxing cham
pionships begin in Toronto.
Annual tournament of the Canadian
Whist League opens in Toronto.
Kid Wilson vs. Young Kurtz. 10
rounds, at New York.
LaCrosse contest between Lehigh
and the Navy at Annapolis.
Opening of
golf tourna
ment at Pinehurst, N. C.
Friday,
Canadian Indoor swimming chain
plonshlps begin in, Montreal.
Joe Hurst vs. Bert Keyes, 6 rounds,
at Rochester, N. Y- Saturday, r
Southern league opens its season
with Montgomery at Birmingham,
Mobile at New Orleans, Nashville at
Memphis and Chattanooga at Atlanta.
National A. A. U. gymnastic cham
plonshlps at New York.
Intercollegiate boat race between
Stanford and California at Berkeley.
Annual tournament of the Illinois
Bowling association opens in Chicago.
Annual
championship
of Western A. A. U. at St. Louis.
LaCrosse contest between Harvard
and Johns Hopkins at Baltimore.
LaCrosse contest between
West
Point and Stevens Institute at West
Point.
d
soccor football contest at New Haven.
.
Jack Leonard, 10
Boyo Driscoll-vsrounds, at New York.
Tony Caponi vs. Jack Dillon, 15
rounds, at Winnipeg.
Young Mahoney vs. Billy Ellison,
10 rounds, at Racine, Wis.
Monte Attell vs. Jimmy Dunn, 10
founds, at Pittsburg.
mid-Apr- il

cross-countr-

y

hands high,
years old about 13
white spot in forehead.
I M
Branded
JM
On left shoulder.
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 21 '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 31, last pub. Apr. 11, '11
2

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Thomas Warrick, Las Vegas, N. M.
t:
One gray mare about 12
years old.
Branded
On left shoulder
'
On left hip
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before April 24, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance otthis advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M
First pub. April 4, last pub April 14,11
To-wi-

n

Yale-Harvar-

1

IS All

ART

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost' estimates will
be

cheerfully furnished

whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.
THE

OPTIC PUBLISHING

C

LOCAL TIME CARD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
No.
No,
No.
No.

1
3
7
9

No.
No.
The Souno Sleep of Good Health
No.
Can not be over estimated and any
ailment that prevents it is a menace No.
to health. J. L. Southers, Eau Claire,
Wis., says: "I have been unable to
sleep soundly nights, because of pains No.
across my back and soreness of my No.
kidneys. My appetite was very poor No.
and my general condition was much
run down. I have been taking Foley No.
Kidney Pills but a short time and now
sleep as sound as a rock, my general No.
conditions Is greatly improved, and I No.
know that Foley Kidney Pills have
cured me." O. G. Schaefer and Red No.
No.
Cross Drug Co.

1
3
7
9

1:50
6:15
5:15
6:35

P. M.
A. M.
P. M.
P. M.

Telephone Main 2

Depart
2:10 P. M.
6:20 A. M.
5:40 P. M.
7:00 P. M.
EAST BOUND

Arrive
9:10
11:10
1:15
1:45

2
4
8

10

P. M.
P. M.
A. M.
P. M.

Depart
2
4
8
'10

'..

9:15
11:20
1:25
2:10

P.
P.

M.
M.
A. M

P. M.

gontinuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
ISidentifies
It with

your business. Continuous-nev- er
turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking,
I If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.
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1

ORDINARY MARATHON

IN THE NEWSPAPERS 1

THE LINOTYPE'S BIRTHDAY

Till: LOBBY
BURIED OOLO NUQOETB

ItESTAURANT

AND CAFE

HMoKf ORDfeftft AND RtGUl.AH DINNERS

RACES NOT IN IT

THIS

hESf QOVm OttTAINADLB

ALWAYS

Buried In Idaho mimip Iipi
alutia
300
Is a
the old ovprlwnd 1 tt It to
hoard of tliouoHtidg of dollars bf
Montana' aoltl fiitim,
hlt h Kittne
Idaho fnrtttPt' tuny itttitihle hpipss
In the fatly 8MS a Imrly of about CMAfMAN
rath- th twenty tnpit Imekpd Inlrl Montana fiom
Kant thesott imiftppellttg for srotrl. thplr
bf
aim) ipflrch endptt a Hhe HiilfltlfMha

HANDLED

The Mergenthaler linotype,
that mercially was set up in the office of EAST INDIANS NEGOTIATE
wonderful machine which put this the New York Tribune. In 1888 Mr.
MILES IN THREE DAY8
article Into type for printing, has Mergenthaler and the company susSOCIETY ANU 11USINESS
ON FOOT
t
twenty-firscelebrated
birth
of
its
and
the factory
pended relations,
just
If the company was moved to Brook
day, writes Frederic J. Haskin.
A Freldburg chemist. Dr. Edward
Ordinary Marathon races seem
newspaper men and printers were not lyn, Mr. Mergenthaler remaining in
LODGE NO. 2, A, P. A KED MEN Mppt In rrattrnal Ilroth-rhiKi- d
Mertens, has recently perfected as too busy to do anything but work. Baltimore. The wedge-shapeJuatl CT Insignificant compared with
hull ptpty upoond and fourth
A, Mi Mpatitflf
pom
Ingenious invention which promises they might have celebrated the 'day fler, a device Introduced In the sec- regular performances of a certain
Thnrndny,
t
nWp nt Ihe eighth rua.
fit
itoitidntloti
nnd
to revolutionize present methods of as a great holiday, with thanksgiv ond Mergenthaler machine to "Justi Indian caste. These Kahsrs,
VlnUlnn brothers always welcome
In pnch
Tlnitn.l
Mil'd
ttttrl
l'wtr
Man's
known
as
and burnt offerings and libations; fy" the lines of matrlcs (that is to
Mct'lpilnn
Jhlnwarba, liv In the i'tintpflt
to (he wlawnm. K. K, Oohrlo,
newspaper Illustrations. The Frank- ings
laltlhs brolh
for without this machine the news- make them fill the line by spreading Jab. where for oenturlos they hove crpph, Mif IH HiIIps pt bf HplhH.
Bnclipm! Walt
furter Zeitung of February 19, 1911,
It, ImvI. chief ot
Inte In the fall whptt HtPt ntpis itttdlnlly Invilpd.
the spaces between the words) o acted as runners, fishermen mid water It
papers of today could not exist.
rpooidg
and tntMpclor of Wampim.
M. Plnpp,
Wllllnm
which devoted editorial space to a
V.
M.i
It,
t'hnn,
came
and
fowl
hntltiir
of
catchers.
bf
th4
for
and
food,
rltpd,
was
Hip?
plnnly
The linotype
subject
not born, Minerva
litigation
i
Pimrlpdef,
description of this invention, contain- like, from any Jovian brow, but as it years there was a quarrel in the
The men are trained runtiori ami tWprmltifd Irt rMtlttlti Und mine
J. E. ttOIENWALD LODGE NO. MS,
ed several striking Illustrations which stands today is the product of the courts about a thousand and one de-- are said to be able lo go a hundred
thn wlntpr.
li 0.
every first TuesLas vtoAs tbMMANdeny, no, fi,
The
of llii bnHy tapra. It!
Bhow at a glance the results obtained, minds of the many master mechanics tails now happily forgotten. In the miles a day without rnHii. Accord
day of the month In the
tfeMPLAW-tlpg- ;.
WKNldMtS
who have added Improvement after end all the disputes were settled ty lng to Daily's MagAslne there In it dtwIHntm nnd took but. gold Ht th
rooms ot Tent pie Monteflor
at I
especially as regards tone and clearItlnf lomlnv upcottd Tps-V- "
Inafam-oVIwpk p, m
tlist TIM mle of t l.sim n nrJ. A M bf
Vlnltinn brothers re
ness, by the new process. From the improvement, until the perfections and purchase, and when the perfected
Ih
Meh timnih nt Ma
dny
i
bill ill ft llnf fit tH
rord tally lnvtte.1,
Imhc AppoL
article in the Zeitung it appears that the perversites of the machine make machine of 1890 come out arrange Ham, the son of Lnlu Until, carried rtttt Im
hotilti 1mpls nt !:ili) p.. w, ti, i.
art Ihtil. (lift tiicRrtti ItiPtt
it seem a body of metal endowed with ments were made by which the com dlapatrbes 300 miles In three tlnrs
IttltiPts,
t'hnt'lpn
I'rpRlitpnl!
See
HtTppnclsy,
of
ft.
Ibbthlipr
printing
illustrations,
t'.j t'linti. fnmmp, nppany ana me inventor snarea in inn from Meatimlr to MpwuI.
pi! tip
Hip ihtn of J'lml It llrtt tt
relsrjf.
known as copper and steel engraving, a human heart and brain.
rmilpr.
The point discussed, however, N tnan. Atotm III Hie fo)lriltt(t nilttiitipf
The Idea upon which the linotype profits.
lithography and kindred processes,
KNIClMT
OF C0LUMBU&, COUNCIL
were
soon
The
be
Hie normal eettlons of Hip Hm rlncpN iutp wolltrd Httr ftttd HiH LAS
to
whothr
convery
was
profits
the
VtaAB
perfected was, however,
tMAPtfert No. S.
may now be used in combination with
BOWMeeU
NO.
for
MiMirMtoi
when
machlim
tittvlnit
the practical
Kahar post runners nnd Hie similar paHt,
ppind and f.Mtrta
hf
nlHMsspit
hrJVAL AttcM MAsoNt- - lp8uUr
the high pressure of the rotary print- ception of Ottmar Mergenthaler, large,
ht t, tt. C hatt, 11onr
was
almost
Thnrndny
Ir)
of
mil
trt
Jlnrlklnlm
shortened'
newspaper
every
tnett
produced
name
pxortlotm
and
tlollntB,
machine
whose
the
pttlled
lhittt
dtp
ttnvocnlloK ntnl Monday
bears,
ing press, producing excellent results.
tMtlldlns. Vlnltlna memoers are
Hint Hip Rett.
lit Prtth tnonllt
Hitherto it was found impossible to whose heirs collect a royalty of fifty wanted it at once. For several years fhelr liven, and It appear
nt
V, U. Tipton, O.K.;
Invitpd.
on
were
the
factories
behind
orders
H'.'iltl
t'rtclt
liriltliv
fralned
(nnilt'il
childhood
KAhara,
from
sold.
1'liclr
This
to bp
n4
produce with rhe rotary press, the dollars upon every machine
1'ptndt, n t:3rt p.
K
Mnoket, T. 8V
and the linotypes were to had only Idlstftrnn runners, live to hp old men; nnd Hipv
ct-Irl
Mertook
in
idea
first
the
1883,
Ittthl
cotnpidlcd
M.
one
M.
of
shape
!t, NVillinmn, tt.
only
capable
turning out large
lilt
editions in the shortest time, artis-tkall- y genthaler machine was built In 1885, tor casn i. o. d. wnne "ie litigation m,,, nre mi my fli,(, (rt tt,htnd tilouly. News i.r lit Mr rbmlti
I'hnn. It.
Ppotlpdpf, L O, 0. F LA VEGAS LOOCt NO
over
the patents was pending, Mr. th strain of running prent rllninnrps tlo iHtnnletd lilted itt Mtd IfiHflpd Kpi'tptntv.
effective pictures, it has been and the second one later In the same
every Monday
kind
invented
another
thc-tiH
Mergenthaler
1lfl(1pt. B )lPRvr
hild
of the type of the
nnt jh,.u. ,..,,. iihend of
(itlily bf llllllrtv.
necessary to use for the printing yeartheir hnll on flvth nlreei. All visitbOrtAdO
N0
men ofjiihled lo ttiijlilt HtPtii find tL
of illustrations zinc or copper plates second model were used in many of Justlfler, but it was abandoned lo
Lodge
i,
was made.
taordlalty intired lo av
ing
.
i
tho
....i,i. Bl'CIII'P Hip litmly. Al
ptllHt tlltlilt Mm
rtNlalttB or PVtHI
with, deeply etched lines, and auto- newspaper and Job printing oTflces, when the settlement
lend. f!4 Nnhm, . O.; CarlWert.
III
Idahii
r
InhlhlPliI
tiln
n
was
but
itild
Orct'ott
there
yet something lacking.
standing
dipt, excessive
types or blocks prepared by hand in
ep( y Monday
V. K.
V,
, T, M. fclwood, Jeo-.- ;
the modern and perfected linotype imn nf llmmr nnd etposmre to Hip olo- was liuiiln by illp hmd HPcitH.
woodcut, and then transferred to met- In 1S90 the shortcomings of the
In
O.
t'nRtle
HeiVoook,
fvllen.
In
titureri
Htoolt-lywas
omen
of
used
Hie
Mcoltctthe
MIImI,
older
and
tHol
fiidd
were
machines
who bllr. tttl
recognized
al, tor the printing of woods in relief
menla, lltps to n roRRonnblp nup. tn
Imll.
All Vinitina
ppmelery tvuolpe.
Htandard Union, Hie tipxt in Him Toklo when ft rpnsrm wns tnl;rn of tho bp vns no biliHy Holllltiptl IhrM llri tttH
type. For the new process of illus Mr. Mergenthaler perfected and patKnliihln
!
TI
New
nil
olltre
of
tho
a
Orleans
ented
which
machine
embodied
nrt ttrare
llnrlldatm mn t.hrco yrnrs niro, there left fur ilciid.
trating, hollow iron cylinders
LAA VEOA
CAMP NO, 1377s MODVoilnndliiR lit! Hip vf litilii
used, provided with a thin layer of the essential principles of the lino- Democrat. Thp llrooklyn Ktnndnnl- wprp fovmri n ho rriorp fTinn l,?,n6 who
dlnlly ItullPd. tt.
ERN
OF AMERICA
W00OMEN
Hie
t'nloti
was
flint
Kranted
also' whs
nnd lottdliiR II. tho liMtollH "thtti'tt rttll.
newspaper wpfp
Pfi yenrs of nttp.
A.
copper, which, in spite of their weight type of today. The patent
Kppv
neoond end fonrth Tuee-dny- n
Mpetn
tbe
Shol'tlv !Hc- MtPy
are easily moved in the machine by on April S, 1890, and therefore tho to nun tho llnnlypn with union labor
Mi tdrt tift
pix of
tWordnand
of ench rnonih in tbe C. O.
means of a suitable contrivance. The linotype has just passed Its twenty-firs- t J tie J yimgrnphieni union at flint whs ATLANTA
pd Ihp
pccioi'i enmo IiV ntiil
WANTS
CONVENTION
V.
nt S p. tt.
Fpl.
lilt
Christopher
hnlt,
of
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to
roitilct
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and
oppose
dead
Tito
birthday anniversary,
tnlnclB.
tUillbdpd
in till
copper coverings, constructed by elec
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Atlnntn,
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in.
,
April
Advlnor; Geo. Jjaem-ml- s
the
Clay,
Its niPtt soon bowp'l
but
to
vote.
Worthy
iiinehliien,
lirtd
rtrtd
enough
form
medium
a
for
the
oitt
what
picliapvptifd
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LOCAL NEWS

Deep Sea Cuim
Canned From the Fish Caujjhl in
(he Pacific

Old Crow sold over the bar at hong'
'
'
'
EuffeL

Ocean

Now we are
to sharpen them better than when new

Pound Cin for 25c

LU D

Lost Gray fox rug muff. Return
to Mrs. H. G. Coors and receive

W n.
WIGPHONE

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fancy gowns. 1017 Tilden- - Telephone
Main 357.

J. W. Walker, New Optic hotel. Work

guaranteed.

ITO 1ST

2T

Best bakery goods 'in the city fresh
every day at the White Kitchen.
Prompt deliveries will be made of
telephone orders.
The Ladles' Aid Society of the Me
thodist church will meet tomorrow af
ternoon at 2:30 at the Parsonage,
725 Eighth street

CALL ON US
FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!

FREE!:
free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of our PRIDE FLOUR
We give absolutely

iLas Vegas Roller

Mills!

131

ESTABLISHED 18 76

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,

hotel yesterday.

Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

For Easter We Will
Have Home Grown

An unpleasant Interruption
was
brought to the trip of George L.
to the Pacific coast when City
Marshal Ben Coles today arrested that
gentleman on Santa Fe train No. 1 and
placed him in the city lockup.
is wanted in Denver by Chief of
Police Hamilton Armstrong. The chief
notified Marshal Coles the man had
left Denver last night on train No.
6 and gave a description of him. Coles
easily found Atwood on the train and
The nature of the
pinched him.
charge against Atwood is not known.
He will be held pending Instructions
from Denver.

Spinach
Peas
Green Beans
Wax Beans
New Potatoes
Tomatoes
Celery
Strawberries
Oranges
Grape Fruit

DRY CLEANING
To take

a

andcleanit without shrinking or spoiling thegarment
shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the
experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone
Vegas 450

.

614 Lincoln Avenue

Peter J. Emenaker, who has been
employed for some time by the Cellers
jewelry company, has decided to re-

GROCERIES,

BAKERY GOODS,

the Best

Tangerines

MEATS,

POULTRY

FISH, ETC., BUY THEM OF THE

Graaf 6 Hay ward Co Store

J

J. STEARNS,

RIFLES SEIZED AT LAREDO
Laredo, Tex.; April 10. A shipment
of two boxes reported to contain rifles
and ammunition, arrived here last
night. The United States authorities
had advance information of its arrival
and maintained a strict surveillance
over the shipment until an attempt
was made to deliver the consignment
to the consignee, a local pawnbroker.

GROCER.

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

Do Not Dela
''''

NOTHING
i

BETTER TO BE HAD

WE ALWAYS

HAVE THE BEST OF EVERYTHING

EATABLE

They TaMe Good
They Look Good
They are Good

Perry Onion
Store Phone. Main

PALM SUNDAY

lit

462,

& Son

Ranch Phone 276.

your boy's clothing of us you know
what to expect the
next Suit. If you
have not been get- -'

OBSERVED

Large congregations yesterday at
tended the Palm Sunday services In
Catholic
and
Episcopal churches
and participated in the beginning of
Holy week, the most solemn time in
the entire church year. Palms, symbolic of the triumphal entry of Jesus
into Jerusalem, were blessed and distributed to the people. The Gospel of
the passion, which describes the agony
in the garden, the trial before Pilate,
the crucifixion and the burial, was
read in its entirety. Thursday and
Friday are days of gTeat moment in
Holy week and in the history of the
church. It was on Thursday that
Christ instituted the Holy Communion. On Friday He died. At the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
mass will be said at 7 o'clock on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday morn
ings. On Thursday and Friday even
ings, services will be held at 7:30
o'clock. The mass on Friday will be
that of the
the elements
having been consecrated on the previous day.
STEAMER MAKES ESCAPE
Honolulu, April 10. Taking advantage of suspension of the inter-islan- d
wireless system on Sundays, the
steamer Senator, which has been re
cruiting laborers for Alaskan canner
ies, disappeared yesterday from Peart
harbor and her whereabouts are unknown. A report that she was seen
off Wimanelo, which lies about due
east of Honolulu, on the eastern side
of Cachua, could not be verified-

ting "Extragood''
Clothes ask your
neighbor who has,
then come here
yourself. We have
Russian and Sailor
Suits' from 2i to
10. Knijkers for
the boys 7 to 17.

wntrir?i

GREENBERG ER
Vf$quare

Deal"

Exceedingly Good Values
in Small Size Rugs

You Have a Placetfor Several in Your Home
27-in18-in27-inc-

h

et

J.

C.

by
by
by
by

36-inc-

h

34-in.-

"

Brussels Rugs at
Axminster Rugs at
Axminster Rugs
Fine Axminster Rugs at

Look in Our Windows

at-- .

.....

75c
75c
..$1.75
$4. 00
-

JOHNS EN & SON

JSSO
XNT5
aaoOSIERIOTCIIEIICAiilETS
U CBNSieO'

'

iiipn

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

We'll Wash
Your Clothes
Much Cleaner

dSdSEill and'
SCREENED cerrillos LUMP
Anthracite Coal, all sizes.
--

The principal reason why you
should send your washing to
us, instead of to a washerwoman or doing it yourself at
home. Is that we'll wash your
clothes much cleaner.
We wash your clothes in eight
complete changes of water.
These waters range in temperature from cold to boiling hot
We use plenty of good, pure
soap, and we get the clothes
white, sweet and clean.
Our service Includes Rough
Dry Wash and Washing and
Prices on
Ironing complete.
each service are reasonable.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

:

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

D. IV. CONDON

Foot of Main St- .-

Phono Main 21

Retail Prices:- -

2,000 Ibi., or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 Ibi., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000
each delivery,
5k lbs., to 200 lbs., each
delivery
Leae than SO lb., each delivery,

lb,

per 100 lbs.
25c per 110 lbs.
30o per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lb.
60c

per

100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COLIPAHY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegaa famous. Office
Doug la Avenue.

...

ITJl ffsn n

uuiiuau

Phone Main 81.

DOIT WORRY
ABOVT

BAKING
When you can buy Fresh,
Clean and Wholesome

ROLLS
Baked in a Sanitary Oven
and in a sanitary way

Ordering your Easter Plants and Flowers. - Carnations begin
ning today, $1.00 Per Dozen. Roses, beginning
Wednesday $1.50 Per Dozen.

'

LFE L D

engage in the jewelry business for
himself He has secured bis former
location, 615 Douglas avenue and will
open for business tomorrow.

Bananas
Choice Apples

If You Want

Lieutenant Ted Hayward, who is in
San Antonio, Tex., on military duty,
has written to Major Ludwig William
llfeld. The card is dated April 5.
Hayward stated he had arrived safely
and had been obliged to tramp twenty
miles In full marching order. He said
the men arrived at the end of the
march considerably fatigued and are
in camp at Grossmunt, twenty miles
from San Antonio.

Tu r k ey s'mc

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

Requires a skillful process

At-wo-

Judge D. R. Murray Saturday heard
the case against Santiago Padllla and
Vivian Chavez, charged with being
drunk and using rile language. He
assessed a fine against each of the men
Lettuce
but remitted payment pending good
Radishes, White and Red behavior. Each paid bis share of the
White Asparagus
costs in the case. The complaining
Green Asparagus
witness was Onofre Romero.

A

I

you ' ve bought

Mrs. Louisa Patrick, who recently
purchased a tract of land on the
If you enjoy a good laugh attend
mesa, today moved with her houseColt, jr.," Monday, April
"Christopher
hold goods to her new home, where IT.
as Dora, the niece
Mary
Tipton
she will reside in the future.
cf Major Hedway. Bert Balleby as
by Ed McWenie. Mary
The Ladies League will hold its interpreted
Coors who will represent Mrs. Glib,
regular monthly meeting at the resi- and
Job, the English valet, who in
dence of Mrs. A. O. Wheeler, 917 Sevdav life is known as John Con
every
enth street, entertained by Mrs. H.
don, will amuse you. This comedy is
W. Goelitz, tomorrow afternoon at
full of fun from beginning to . end.
2:30 o'clock.
Then, remember, the proceeds go to
off the debt on the Hillsite park
There will be a regular monthly pay
curbing.
meeting of the board of directors of
the Commercial club, to be held in the
The board of control of the Las Veclub rooms, tomorrow evening at 8
gas
hospital has made arrangements
rep. m. All directors in the city are
to bring to Las Vegas on Saturday
quested to be on hand.
evening April 22 a troupe of famous
colored jubilee singers, who will give
Terry MoGovern, the merchants' an entertainment in the Duncan
opera
policeman, left today for Atlantic, la., house. The
derived from the
money
in response to a message informing
is for the use of the
him of the death of a relative. Dur entertainment
in its work. The jubilee sinhospital
ing McGovernor's absence Dan Boyd
gers were here about two years a?o
will act as night policeman.
and made a hit with the big crowd
heard them.
that
The Maroons did not work out yes
t
terday on account of the mud and cold
labor
is
Grief
hard
at hand for
and
weather. They will practice several
times during the week, however, and the owners of lawns. Dandelions have
be In good shape for the Easter game made their appearance. During the
remainder of the Bpring the householdwith the Santa Fe shop team.
ers will not find time lying idle on
hands. If they need recreation
their
Burr Faunce has applied at the
s
court house for $2 as bounty on a co- and exercise they can dig the pertife-rouAnd woe
flowers.
little
yellow
yote killed recently by him near Emto the man who allows the dandelions
plazado. Cecilio Cres of Gonzales has
also applied for $4 as bounty on a in his yard to go to seed. He will lose
a wild cat and a coyote killed by him. the friendship of all his neighbors.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Bachanach, Mr.
and Mrs. Simon Baoharach, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Greenclay, Mr. and Mrs.
M. Goldbaum, Julius Krause, Miss
Rope Krause and Morris Bendix made
up a dinner party at the cast an ed 3
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